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I do not own the rights to the Avengers. This fan project does not in any way challenge the copyright for that
intellectual property. Buy things from Marvel and go see movies and such! This project may not be sold.
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This is not a simulationist effort. You are entering an alternative universe for the Avengers. Now you can
do what the owners of the creative property do—interpret for another medium, or just flat-out reboot!
You can have some fun with your version. Want a female Thor? A wealthy super-soldier playboy? A
suave master spy who enjoys the challenge of espionage for its own rewards? An impoverished genius
who works for SHIELD building power armor? This is your version of the Avengers. You can be as true
to some official version as you like, or strike out into new territory.
I picked the movie version, because
it is easier to keep with the modern,
more-realistic, limited canon and
style there. Of course you can pick
your own tone; darken the palette,
go horror, or four color gonzo. The
point of the game is to really have a
blast, so pick what you want to do
and go for it.
As of March 2013, this is a very
rough draft. A bestiary, more on
power armor and robots, some
aliens, and so on will come out to
give the heroes something to do.
Later on, I plan to issue modules to
go with this basic book. Let’s see
more Avengers, the Fantastic Four,
maybe some X-Men, Spider Man,
Daredevil, and so on! For now, have
some fun with this.
Andrew Shields
12.27.12
(updated 3.8.13)
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1. Choose a Template. This mini-game is focused on playing characters like those in the Avengers
movie released in 2012. You get the inherent ability and limitation on the template for your character.
2. Details for Awesome Points. Optional. Randomize or choose an adventuring motive, and a
weakness if you want. These details help connect your new character to a personality, and to the game
world. (Either now or later, your character will need a name, and probably a hero name.)
3. Assign Attributes. You have 10 points to put into attributes.
 You can take an attribute to -1 for 1 more point to spend on another attribute. You can take
up to 4 negative points, no more than 2 in any attribute.
 Maximum 8 in an attribute unless your template says otherwise.
 Positive attributes give the character advantages.
 Awareness. Each +1 is a proficiency in 1 extra language (start with 1 language for
free), 1 musical instrument, or 1 art. (Negative has no effect.)
 Brawn. Each +1 is 1 load the character can carry without penalty. Positive Brawn
means the character knows how to swim. Encumbrance is on page 23.
 Charm, Cunning, Daring. Add the total together for these three. Any positive number
can be used to get backgrounds (page 8).
 Commitment. Any bonus allows an optional code of honor (page 41).
ATTRIBUTE
Awareness
Brawn
Charm
Commitment
Cunning
Daring

Description
Alertness, perception, insight
Size, physical intimidation
Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion
Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & suggestion
Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft
Courage, reflexes, managing risk

Extra Usefulness
Notice things. Starting languages.
Carry heavy objects, wear armor.
Persuasion, intimidation, leadership.
Strength of will.
Stealth, deception, lock picking.
Reflexive dodging, boldness.

4. Assign benefits. Where your attributes give you extra advantages, choose what you want. Languages,
musical skill, arts, backgrounds (page 8), and code of honor (page 41) can be selected.
5. Choose a starting talent. You get one
of the talents listed on your starting
template at first level.
 Master Talent. If you have an
attribute at 5 or higher, you
can take a master talent for it
instead of a talent from your
template. Page 33.
 Unusual Upbringing. If you
have a character who had an
unusual upbringing, with DM
permission you can take an
open or restricted talent from
another template as your first.
6. Equipment. The template has one
signature item. You can ask the DM
for any other gear now.
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Player:
Birthdate:

Name:
Date Created:
Description:
Motive:
Languages, Arts, Music:
Template:
Inherent Ability:

Wounds (

Attributes

)

Level:
AP spent this level:

Awareness
1-6 KO, 7-9 Dying 10-12 Cripple, 13+ dead

Brawn
Charm

AP at session end:

Weapons, Armor, Stuff

Commitment

Loads Carried: p. 23

Cunning
Daring
Talents
Name

Template

Type
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R
C A R

Description
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

C: Constant. A: Arena. R: Rested

Backgrounds and Codes of Honor or Belief Systems
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Why do you strive to improve yourself and use your might to aid the world? Or, put another way, why do
you tear through your resources, risk your life and sanity, and take punishment at the hands of monsters?
Taking a motive (one of these, or one you make up) gets you 3 Awesome Points at generation. You can
add more as you play, and check some off as you satisfy that itch in your character’s psyche. If you ever
reach 0 adventuring motives, it’s probably time to retire.
1. Adrenaline Junkie. Screaming through danger is the only way to feel really alive. Yeah baby yeah!
2. Altruism. With great power comes great responsibility. You genuinely want the world to be a safer,
better place. That is more important to you than your own victory, comfort, or survival.
3. Clear Your Name. You (or a loved one) were accused of something you didn’t do, and you need to
prove your innocence and see to it that the one who framed you is punished.
4. Daddy Issues. An emotionally distant or absent figure has shaped your life, as you try to be good
enough and can’t ever quite seem to manage it. Prove your worth, get that elusive love.
5. Fortune and Glory. Yeah, that doesn’t need a lot of explanation.
6. Our Mudball! You do not like aliens trying to invade your home planet. Earth is for humans.
7. Patriot. You serve your country. You believe your nation’s ideals. You will bleed and kill for them.
8. Revenge. Something was done to you, or taken from you. Those that wronged you were never
punished. You will see to it that the situation is corrected.
9. Rival. Some other jerk claims to be smarter, faster, better, etc. You’ve been a rival for a long time,
and now you can really strut your stuff and prove you are better.
10. White Knight. You are a hero. You need everyone to know it. You need proof. You need to live the
lifestyle to reinforce your self image. If not a hero, you’re something else—something you don’t like.
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You can choose a weakness for your character, or randomize. You don’t have to take one, but if you do,
you start play with 6 additional Awesome Points.
In play, you can buy one off by giving up the advantage of leveling and instead removing the weakness.
Or, you can add a weakness appropriate to the plot and gain 2 benefits upon leveling. Common sense and
DM approval are required.
1. Addiction. If you don’t get your addiction of choice minimum once per day, lose 1 spent Awesome
Point. If this knocks you down a level, gain a new weakness. If you have a chance to feed your
addiction, resist Commitment difficulty 12 (higher or lower, DM call) or overindulge to the point of
vulnerability or incapacitation. Possible addictions include (randomize on 1d5 if desired) alcohol,
narcotics, sex, gambling, and MMORPGs.
2. Arrogance. You are incredible, and you know it. Your manner, decisions, and rudeness tend to
alienate 1 group or person each session, on average. If you alienate more than one, the DM will put 5
Awesome Points in the Bowl, to reward your team for tolerating you. (Try not to anger your team.)
3. Enemy. You have earned an implacable enemy who would very much like to see you suffer. This
enemy tends to be half again as powerful as you are, or with special privileges.
4. Handicap. An old wound troubles you. Randomize or choose on the crippling chart. You can
overcome it with cybernetics, or start with the compensating talent for free.
5. Legal Trouble. You are mired in much litigation, and/or wanted by the law. Whether it is an issue of
being a suspect in criminal activity, reckless endangerment, property damage lawsuits, paternity suits,
bankruptcy with a legion of furious investors, or a combination of the above, you are a public enemy.
Tread lightly around the law, keep that mask on (or off, if your alter ego is the target), and make with
the low profile already.
6. Out of Touch. Your lifestyle has not included popular culture (movies, music, technology, cars). Half
the time you aren’t sure what people are talking about, and you miss all the pop culture references.
Your culture is different than the one around you, and that can be really lonely.
7. Private Sorrow. You suffer from guilt, regret, or a desire for a normal life. You cannot level unless
you have done one significant symbolic act to revisit or address this issue. You could do 3 things in
down time between sessions to create the ability to level 3 times during the session, but no more; any
further acts must be done in the game session, or after it. If you hit your ceiling, spending further
Awesome Points will not count towards leveling until you’ve dealt with your private sorrow.
8. Secret Past. You used to be someone else. If this secret came out, you’d lose the life you have now.
9. Tormented by Power. Your greatest strength is your greatest weakness, as your pursuit of your goals
and your overwhelming ability isolate you from the people around you. You are driven and
intimidating. Those who know you best pity you for the burden of greatness you bear.
10. Unreliable. You have failed or betrayed your friends or employers before. Maybe you’ll do it again.
Maybe you’re doing it right now. People struggle to trust you, and you can’t blame them.
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At generation, add together Charm, Cunning, and Daring. If you have a positive number, those are your
Background points. You can spend them to get advantages from the beginning. The DM can limit or
expand these lists. You can take some of these more than once; like Celebrity 1 for several famous
people, or “Contacts” for different spheres of influence.
Status
0. Unemployed or dead end job.
1. Access to authority or power, respectable.
2. In an authority position. Aristocracy.
Generates enough for a comfortable lifestyle,
about $500 extra a month per rating.
Family
0. Maybe some extended family elsewhere,
basically alone.
1. Strong love in a nuclear family.
2. Wealthy relatives, good relationships.
3. Very influential relatives, good relationships.
Contacts
Randomize or choose factions. (Next page)
0. No connections.
1. Contacts in 1 city neighborhood/area.
2. Factional contacts citywide/regionally.
3. Personally know the movers and shakers for
the city or nation.
Contacts can be raised upon leveling instead of
taking another advantage.

Celebrity
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unknown.
Related to, or good friends with, a celebrity.
Locally known in your circle of influence.
Locally famous/regionally known.
Regionally famous/internationally known.

Wealth
How much can you spend on short notice?
0. Only income from employment.
1. Some extra, can live frugally. 1d5 x $100.
2. Can live well, spend 3d10 x $100.
3. Property owner, can spend 3d10 x $300.
4. Millionaire. Own a mansion. 3d10 x $1.000 is
available.
5. Billionaire. Own a few buildings in the city.
3d10 x 10,000 walking around money.
Generally extra cash generated per session/week
beyond living expenses.

Contacts Details
Contacts may be able to provide henchmen, equipment, transportation, shelter, and an introduction to
meet someone shy or connected. To use the Contacts, the player rolls 1d10 +1 per Contacts rating.
 The player can add $50 to get +1 on the roll, before rolling, using some money to sweeten the deal for
the existing relationship.
 After rolling, the character can insist and lean on relationships, weakening them; each 1 Contacts
rating sacrificed after rolling adds +2 to the roll.
Here are the basic difficulties to get help from Contacts, based on what the character wants. (The DM can
feed the bowl to increase the difficulty based on other circumstances.) Failure can mean inability to get in
touch, or inability to get cooperation, interpreted by the DM.



3. No risk. Common knowledge. Basic equipment and transportation. Overnight shelter for a small group.
6. Moderate risk. Protected information. Could get someone’s life ruined. Specialty equipment. Transportation
through secured areas. Longer term or better accommodations. Harboring a person of interest.
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9. Risky. Costly information that could get someone killed. Rare equipment. Smuggling through high security
(prison break.) Harboring a fugitive.
12. Dangerous. Sharing this information will cause the contact to lose power and face danger.
15. Too hot. Even talking to the character is life-threatening.

Add +3 difficulty each time after the first that Contacts are used within an adventure or a week.
Sample Backgrounds.
Here are some examples, for choice or randomizing. The DM can call for a re-roll, or suggest alternatives.
 All contacts are subject to DM approval. They represent a connecting point between the character and
the world, so they are best managed by the player and DM cooperating.
 Status can also be randomized and/or chosen, finalized with DM input and approval.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Possible Contacts (1d10)
Law Enforcement/Government:
1. City Police.
2. Federal Bureau of Investigation.
3. SHIELD.
4. US Marshals.
5. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, Explosives.
6. City Government.
7. State Government.
8. National Government.
9. Internal Revenue Service.
10. Regulatory Agencies.
Media:
1. City papers.
2. City television news.
3. The Blogosphere.
4. Celebrity News.
5. National News Outlets.
Rich and Powerful:
1. Old Money, powerful families.
2. Business leaders.
3. Popular entertainers.
4. Movers and shakers in another country.
5. International Men and Women of Mystery.
(Adventurers, spies)
Scientists:
1. Industry research developers.
2. Mad scientist network.
3. Government think-tank.
4. University science network.
5. Meta Researchers.
Criminals:
1. Mafia.
2. Local crime scene (thugs and experts).
3. International solo criminals.
4. Drug cartels.
5. Fences.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Possible Status 1
Police detective/officer.
Executive.
Doctor.
Professor.
Scientist.
Local celebrity.
Military officer.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Possible Status 2
Federal/SHIELD agent.
CEO of a big business.
National/International celebrity.
Wealthy nobility.
General.

Possible Meta Team Alliances
1. Fantastic Four
2. X-Men
3. New York Loners
4. Alpha Flight
5. Sorcerer Supreme/Wizards

You are a warrior, genius, and businessman. They need what you have—because it is so cool.
Inherent Ability—Micronized Interactive Technology
START WITH 1 WOUND
You can pack the firepower and armor of a tank division along with the computational expertise and
communications array of a relay station into your second skin. Given proper tools, you can build power
armor, and you are skilled in its use. You can design, alter, repair, repurpose, and exploit power armor,
computer systems, and cybernetics. Use Awareness or Cunning.
Limitation—Prosthetics
You are still unbelievably awesome when you are not in your armor. However, you are unable to tear
tanks in half and fly. If you lose your gadgets, you are unpleasantly reminded of the fact that in spite of
your brilliance, you are made of meat wrapped in cloth.
Signature Item
 Armor. This has its own page, and it can be modified with your gadgeteering.
Talents


Countermeasures.* Constant. When facing enemy tech, you can impede its functionality. When
rolling a natural 10 on an attribute roll affecting it, or hitting it “in the face,” or spending 3 Awesome
Points when you hit it, you can disable one element of the target tech. Also, if you attack as a focus
action, you can either disable one element of the targeted tech or ignore half its armor soak.



Super Science.** Rested. You can spend 12 hours working with existing technology, or a week with
new technology, to create a gadget or armor enhancement. (Consult the gadget section.) The system is
flexible, these are guidelines to help the DM come up with parameters. You can also figure out, adapt,
and generally work with unfamiliar technology or science.



Maximize.* Constant. You can burn out a piece of technology to coax a performance from it that is
+1/2 its design specs, or repurposing its components. DM makes final rulings on this.



Multitasking Tech User.* Constant. You can use one element of your technological equipment, per
Cunning rating, during each round. For example, with Cunning 4, you could fly, shift power levels,
fire repulsors, and talk on the tactical network. Your Cunning is a speed multiplier when hacking or
manipulating computers.



Tradecraft.* Constant. You are familiar with the design principles of spy gear, vehicles, and
weapons. You are up to speed with all cutting edge equipment, and if confronted by experimental or
alien gear, you can figure it out with a Cunning test and an appropriate time frame (from
instantaneous to a week of study, DM decides.)
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The power of the universe flows through you, granting you incredible power over energy and matter.
Inherent Ability—Cosmic Power
START WITH 1 WOUND
You can borrow up to 1 Awesome Point from the Stack per your level at any time. You must repay the
Stack before keeping new Awesome Points. Also, each of your attributes can be raised to 10.
Limitation—Alien
You can do some freaky things, and once people see your power, they tend to fear you.
 Awesome Points spent on cosmic Talents do not contribute towards leveling up.
Signature Item
 Unstable Molecule Nanofibric Armor. Close-fit fabric that grows or shrinks with you, and acts as
medium armor but does not count any encumbrance. It fits under clothes.
Talents


Charge Up.** Rested. As a focus action (upgrades to Move), gain 1d5 Awesome Points from the
Stack, drawing energy in. If you have not used them by the time you sleep next, you lose them. (This
can only be attempted once per day, from dawn to dawn.) As long as you have at least 1 AP, you can
glow as bright as a torch at will.



Feat of Strength.** Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point that does not count towards leveling to revise
your encumbrance. You can spend 1 Awesome Point per unmodified Brawn. This lasts for up to a
minute per use. You can lift, swing, or throw the object. Wounds are (Awesome Points needed x10.)
o 1: manage 1 ton, a car. 2: manage a truck, 2-4 tons. 3: manage a bus, 5 tons. 6: manage a
cement truck, full, 10 tons. 7: manage a building of 2 stories per base Brawn. 8: manage a
jumbo jet in flight, or a train.



Energy Bolts.** Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point to fire energy as a ranged weapon, doing 2
Wounds upon a successful hit.



Flight.** Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point to fly for about 10 minutes of high speed, or an hour at
cruising speed. Fly up to 3 arenas a round. Carry 1 human-size/weight passenger per extra Awesome
Point spent, up to 1 load per Brawn. The DM can allow you to accelerate much faster for short bursts
by spending additional Awesome Points.



Shrug it Off.** Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point to deflect 1 incoming Wound, up to all Wounds.
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Nobody is stronger than you. Trouble is, nobody seems to be able to direct that strength—not even you.
Inherent Ability—Limitless Might
START WITH 1 WOUND
As a defend action, you gain a number of advantages. You can stack 1 use per level at a time. Once
activated, each level lasts until you calm down and release it.
 +1 Wound to attacks. -1 Wound from incoming attacks. +4 Brawn. +4 Wounds. Leap 1 arena
(about 6 m) as a move.
Limitation—Limitless Rage
As soon as you activate your limitless might, you have the intelligence of a cunning, brutish child. Any
time you do not react in an obvious, instinctive way to annoyance or frustration, roll 1d10. If you roll
equal to or over your current level of active Limitless Might, you stay in control. Otherwise, your
character rips free of you and gleefully acts out however it wants to, under the DM’s direction. You can
spend 1 Awesome Point each round to get a re-roll, but those Awesome Points do not count towards
leveling, and the DM may not allow it every round (especially during battle.)
Signature Item
 Unstable Molecule Underwear. You can grow, shrink, whatever, you won’t be naked.
Talents


Leap.** Constant. Your leaping ability is (x active Limitless Might) arenas. You travel through about
6 arenas per round, so one leap can take several rounds to work out. (Third level character with three
active Limitless Might could normally jump 18 m [6x3]. Using Leap, that would be 18 m x level, 3,
total 54 m.)



Pain Feeds Anger.** Constant. Every incoming Wound (soaked or not) grants +1 Awesome Point
that can only be used for damaging, destructive purposes or regeneration.



Concussion.** Constant. Clap or smack the ground. Everything in your arena takes 1 Wound per 3
active Limitless Might. The shockwave travels outward, losing 1 Wound as it affects each ring of
adjacent arenas.



Regeneration.** Constant. As a move action, or for free when taking damage, spend 2 Awesome
Points that do not count towards leveling to heal 1 Wound of damage taken. You can heal up to 1
Wound per active Limitless Might each time this is done.



Strongest One There Is.** Constant. When the use of Limitless Might has a number of levels equal
to the number below, you can use objects of the listed size as weapons or loads. You can lift, swing,
or throw the object. Wounds inflicted by massive objects are (Limitless Might needed x5.)
o 2: manage 1 ton, a car. 4: manage a truck, 2-4 tons. 6: manage a bus, 5 tons. 8: manage a
cement truck, full, 10 tons. 10: manage a building of 2 stories per base Brawn. 12: manage a
jumbo jet in flight, or a train.
o Spend 3 Awesome Points that do not count towards leveling, and lose 3 Wounds, to upgrade
1 level. Upgrade up to 2 levels, maximum.
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Your training has encompassed mysticism, science, and martial arts. You have been prepared for your
destiny since before you were born.
Inherent Ability—Martial Arts Master
START WITH 3 WOUNDs
Unarmed, you have a fighting style to copy light, hand, reach, or heavy weapon styles for damage and
arena bonuses. Also, when in combat, you can counter-attack as though you were defending. When
defending, you can have +2 to hit or +1 Wound when counter-attacking. You can move and attack during
the move phase, unarmed or with a melee weapon.
Limitation—Overqualified
It is difficult to trust and rely upon people whose lives and preparation have been so much more
haphazard than yours.
Signature Item
Vibranium Gear. Your armor and weapons are laced with vibranium, metal that manipulates energy.
 Armor. You can spend up to 6 Awesome Points on reducing damage. Each 2 reduces 1 Wound.
o Custom Fit. Your armor soaks as medium but does not encumber. It can fit under clothes.
 Weapons. Your vibranium-laced weapons ignore 5 soak from armor.
o Claws. Your custom claws can retract. They give +1 Wound damage to unarmed fighting.
o Throwing Shivs. You have a bandolier of vibranium-tipped shivs as light ranged weapons.
o (Substitute.) You can substitute another weapon for one of these.
Talents


Heightened Senses.** Constant. You count an Awareness roll as a 10 instead of rolling the die. Also,
you can test Awareness (and roll) to try and detect any super science, weird science, or magic that in
your arena or an adjacent arena that would not be noticeable to normal senses.



Intuitive.** Constant. Faced with super science, weird science, or magic, if you spend some time
with it you may be able to figure out how to make it work. Once per increment of time, the DM will
let you roll an unmodified 1d10, and on a 7+ you figure it out. Or, the DM will let you figure it out
after a set period of study, trial, and error.



Majestic Daring.* Constant. You count a Daring roll as 10 instead of rolling the die. Any time you
are intimidated, gain 1d5 Awesome Points (they can be spent to modify the roll if desired.)



Resilient.** Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point to adjust a received crit roll by -1, and you
can spend 1 Awesome Point per your level. If the roll is reduced to 0, you regain 1 Wound. You need
only meditate 4 hours instead of rest 24 before you can regain Wounds.



Wild Cunning.** Constant. Once per round, you can count a Cunning roll as 10 instead of rolling.
You automatically notice pickpocket attempts within melee range of you.
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You are masterful when it comes to manipulating size using dedicated scalemorphic technologies.
Inherent Ability—Sizemorph
START WITH 1 WOUND
You can grow or shrink up to 5 increments, at the rate of 3 as a free action each round. When you shrink,
you still sound like yourself. You can shrink clothing and up to medium armor, and up to 1 load of carried
material. Dropped items will not regain their size when you do.
Limitation—Size Matters
Just when you’re sure you have heard all the size jokes, some wit comes up with a new one.
Signature Item
 Bug Helmet. You can detect insects in your arena, and deflect their attention away from yourself.
Talents


Advanced Bug Helmet.* Constant. Your skill with this gadget lets you detect, communicate with,
control, and see through bugs in your arena or an adjacent arena. You can spend Awesome Points to
build up a swarm, buying 1 Wound of swarm per point. The DM will tell you what is available. Most
bugs can swarm to disrupt focus actions, some can bite or sting. You may be able to summon a flying
bug that can move you 2-3 arenas a round. You can repair the helmet.



Full Strength.** Constant. You are as strong micronized as you are at full size, for carrying capacity
and attack strength. This does not work with weapons that shrink with you.



Quickchange.** Constant. You can change size by 5 levels instead of 3.



Revert.**Constant. You revert to your normal size if incapacitated.



Sizemorph Brawl.** Constant. While in combat, as a free action you can increase or decrease your
size by 3 levels. Shrinking a level makes attacks -2 to hit you. Growing a level gives you +2 to hit or
+1 Wound, decide after you roll. You shed damage when you shrink, instead of losing temporary
health levels first.

Size
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Height
X 1/3 (Base 1/3”)
X 1/3 (Base 1”)
X 1/3 (Base 3”)
X 1/3 (Base 8”)
X 1/3 (Base 2’)
Normal. (Base 6’)
+ ½ (Base 9’)
+ ½ (Base 14’)
+ ½ (Base 25’)
+ ½ (Base 40’)
+ ½ (Base 60’)

Weight
/ 5 (Very light.)
/ 5 (Base ¼ lbs.)
/ 5 (base ½ lbs.)
/ 5 (Base 6 lbs.)
/ 5 (Base 30 lbs.)
Normal. (Base 160 lbs.)
x 3 (Base 500 lbs.)
x 2 (Base 1,000 lbs.)
x 2 (Base 2,000 lbs.)
x 2 (Base 4,000 lbs.)
X 2 (Base 8,000 lbs.)

To hit you
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
+ to Soak and Damage
+1
+2
+4
+6
+8
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Wounds
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
+2
+4
+6
+8
+10

Brawn
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
Normal
+4
+8
+12
+16
+20

You can shrink to the size of an insect, but at any size, your stingers pack a punch.
Inherent Ability—Sizemorph
START WITH 1 WOUND
You can shrink to be 1/3 of a meter tall, or all the way down to the size of a finger. You can fly up to 3
arenas a round when shrunk at either size. At 1/3 of a meter, opponents are -3 to hit you. At finger size,
opponents are -4 to hit you. (When you are flying, opponents are an additional -2 to hit you.) When you
shrink, part of the mass is redirected to create cybernetic wings and automatic voice modulation so you
still sound like yourself. You can shrink clothing and up to medium armor, and up to 1 load of carried
material. Dropped items will not regain their size when you do.
Limitation—Irritant
People don’t take tiny adventurers seriously until you make them. Even then, the jokes never stop.
Signature Item
 Unstable Molecule Nanofibric Armor. Close-fit fabric that grows or shrinks with you, and acts as
medium armor but does not count any encumbrance. It fits under clothes.
Talents


Blasters.* Constant. Shoot action. Miniaturized cybernetic implants in your hands and forearms can
create and direct energy blasts. They count as light ranged weapons, regardless what size you are.
Aim with Cunning, Daring, or Awareness +1d10. If you can use both hands, you can get +2 to hit or
+1 Wound.



Distracting.** Constant. As a free action, using your blasters, you can automatically disrupt one
focus action in your arena a round. This does not work if you are moving during the round (unless
you upgrade this talent.)



Energy Punch.** Constant. You can use your blasters to grant +1 Wound to punches, and you can
spend up to 4 Awesome Points to add +2 Wounds.



Full Strength.** Constant. You are as strong micronized as you are at full size, for carrying capacity
and attack strength. This does not work with weapons that shrink with you.



Rapid Shot.** Constant. (Must have Blasters first.) You can use your blasters as a free action any
time in the round. (If used during the shoot phase, you can shoot twice.) When moving, you can fire
at a target in range from the arena you are leaving, an arena you travel through, or an arena where you
end up.
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Your stealth and tradecraft combine with cutting-edge military training and a dash of crazy to make you a
force multiplier for a meta team in the field.
Inherent Ability—Situational Awareness
START WITH 3 WOUNDs
As a focus action, you can automatically count everything you see. You count as rolling a 10 on
Awareness any time a roll is needed (instead of rolling.) If tracking a situation visually or on computer,
you can give 2 Awesome Points to one combatant per your Cunning that must be spent or lost in the
round (because your situational update gives them an edge.) The target must be able to hear you.
Limitation—Solo
To get a good overview of a situation often requires you to be alone, possibly hidden. If your contribution
is noticed by the foe, they tend to take a dim view of your efforts. If you are on your own against metas,
armies, or artillery, predictably bad things can happen to you.
Signature Item
 Collapsible Bow, Tradecraft Arrows. Counts as a hand weapon and a range weapon, ½ load for the
bow and ½ load for the quiver encumbrance.
o Range. The specialist bow allows you to fire arrows up to 1 arena away per Brawn, double
that range when shooting as a focus action.
 Quiver. The quiver can hold 30 arrows. Bumps and dashes by the fletching allow you
to immediately know what arrow you are drawing, by feel.
 “Normal” arrows: armor piercing, ignore 3 Wounds of armor. 2 Wounds.
 “Tradecraft” arrows: See the gadget section.
Talents


Precise Combat.* Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point per level per attack to add +2 to hit
with a weapon or unarmed. Your unarmed attacks are as a light weapon (choose between Brawn or
Cunning). Attack as a focus action to ignore 1 of your target’s soak per your level.



Rapid Shot.** Constant. If you shoot as a focus action, you can fire 1 arrow per Brawn, range
limited to current and adjacent arenas.



Gadgeteer.** Rested. You can spend 12 hours working with existing technology, or a week with new
technology, to create a gadget. (Consult the gadget section.) The system is flexible, these are
guidelines to help the DM come up with parameters.



Infiltrator.* Constant. You can hack computer systems, pick locks, evade high-tech surveillance,
bypass electronic locks, and move very quietly. Only a great system or a lesser system on high alert
has a chance of detecting you. When you are sneaky, rolling 2d10 for Cunning and keep the higher.



Tradecraft.* Constant. You are familiar with the design principles of spy gear, vehicles, and
weapons. You are up to speed with all cutting edge equipment, and if confronted by experimental or
alien gear, you can figure it out with a Cunning test and an appropriate time frame (from
instantaneous to a week of study, DM decides.)
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You were subject of a chemical experiment that made you more human than human. Now you give your
sponsors an incredible advantage in a wide variety of military or espionage operations.
Inherent Ability—Toughened
START WITH 1 WOUND, PLUS 1 PER bRAWN
Your maximum attribute rating is 10. Gain 1 extra Wound per Brawn. Gain Wounds if you gain Brawn.
Age 1 year every decade.
Limitation—Experimental
The super soldier serum is temperamental, its results difficult to reproduce. Maybe one in a million people
can bond with the serum, and about one in ten mutate to death when exposed to it. You are a prize
experiment, as valuable as a science project as you are as an operative. This changes how both your
handlers and your enemies view you, and their tactics for dealing with you.
Signature Item
 Vibranium Shield. Counts as a hand weapon and a heavy shield, 1 load encumbrance.
o If you can take a hit on the shield, you can negate 1 incoming Wound per Awesome Point
spent, up to all the incoming Wounds. Half these Awesome Points count towards leveling.
o Vibranium ignores up to 5 Wounds soaked by the target’s armor when used as a weapon.
Talents


Hurl Shield.** Constant. You can use your shield as a range weapon, flinging it within your arena or
targeting an adjacent arena. If you throw it as a focus action, and catch it as a free action the
following round, you can hurl it to rebound or roll back to you (or where you plan to be.) Upgrade
this talent to remove the focus action requirement, do this as a shoot action.



Leadership.* Constant. You can spend Awesome Points to boost the efforts of those under your
command. You can spend up to 1 Awesome Point per your level, but you do not count these spent
Awesome Points towards leveling. You can boost damage or soak by 1, and you can boost attribute
rolls up to +4 (2 Awesome Points) per roll. Remove intimidation from one target under your
command who can see or hear you, per Commitment, each round, as a free action.



Shield Expertise.** Constant. Every 10 you roll to hit counts as +1 Wound (as a hit to the face.)
Every 1 you roll to hit counts as +1 Wound (as a dirty blow to another vulnerable point.)



Stamina.** Constant. You can go 1 day without food, water, or sleep per Brawn rating before feeling
the effects—half that in intense combat or punishing conditions. Your critical rolls are always -4, and
if the result is 0 or positive, you still have 1 Wound. You are immune to conventional illness.



Weaponized Body.** Constant. Unarmed, you count as fighting with a light weapon (Brawn or
Cunning.) You can ignore 1 incoming Wound or inflict 1 additional Wound by spending 1 Awesome
Point instead of 2.
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No matter what geo-political entity trained you, your skills are honed so you can run with the metas and
do what they can’t.
Inherent Ability—Resourceful
START WITH 3 WOUNDs
At will, you can borrow up to 1 Awesome Point per your current level. When you gain new Awesome
Points, they must pay off this debt before you can keep them. Your innate resourcefulness, adaptability,
and determination to succeed in the face of insurmountable odds gives you an edge.
Limitation—Trust Issues
Part of your training is to infiltrate, flip agents, invite trust, violate confidence, reach information you are
not supposed to have, and equip your bosses with unfair advantages. Your main training in dealing with
collateral damage was to harden yourself against its necessity. You are difficult to trust, and you find it
almost impossible to trust others.
Signature Item
 Wrist Stingers. +1 Wound to unarmed attacks (garrote or whip) or force the target to test Brawn
difficulty 12 or be disabled 1d5 minutes (electrical attack).
o Focus action. Allow 3 dimensional movement if an anchor target is within 3 arenas (20 m.)
Talents


Cunning Combat.* Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point per level per attack to add +2 to hit
with a weapon or unarmed. You can move and attack, or attack twice. Your unarmed attacks are as a
light weapon (choose between Brawn or Cunning). You can automatically share multiple Wounds
across multiple minions or toughs. No penalty for paired weapons, hand to hand or ranged.



False Vulnerability.* Constant. You are emotionally and physically toughened, but you can appear
to feel pain or confusion that you do not actually experience. You can ignore 1 Wound from
conventional torture each round for free, and you count as rolling a 10 on Commitment to resist
emotional manipulation—however, you can report different results at will, claiming to feel pain or be
swayed by persuasion or intimidation.



Stunt.** You are usually outmatched. To survive, you must occasionally be capable of succeeding in
a difficult task against all odds. Once per level, you can add your level as a bonus to a to-hit roll or an
attribute test. If you do not use this ability in a level, it is saved until you do use it. When you use the
stunt, you get a bonus equal to your current level (so it is useful to save them if you can.) This talent
cannot be used untrained, and as soon as it is taken you can use it once per level gained so far.



Tradecraft.* Constant. You are familiar with the design principles of spy gear, vehicles, and
weapons. You are up to speed with all cutting edge equipment, and if confronted by experimental or
alien gear, you can figure it out with a Cunning test and an appropriate time frame (from
instantaneous to a week of study, DM decides.)



Tricky.** Constant. When testing Cunning or Charm, roll 2d10 and use the higher roll.
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You have thrown in your lot with the forces of humanity. You have thrown your hammer for them, too.
Inherent Ability—God
START WITH 1 WOUND PLUS 2 PER Base Brawn
Count your Brawn, Charm, and Commitment as double. You get 2 extra Wounds per base Brawn (final
total same as doubled Brawn).
Limitation—Jealous Mortals
They fear you, worship you, they want to use you, destroy you, contain you—it is impossible to be
friends with most mortals. They want to protect themselves by controlling you.
Signature Item
 Mjölnir. Divine hammer, means “crusher.” Inflicts 1 Wound per Brawn bonus (doubled).
o No one may lift it but you, unless they use 30 Brawn. Sources cannot combine efforts.
o May be hurled up to 1 arena per base Brawn as a range weapon.
o May be recalled across up to 5 arenas per round as a focus action each round.
Talents


Feat of Strength.** Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point that does not count towards leveling to revise
your encumbrance. You can spend 1 Awesome Point per unmodified Brawn. This lasts for up to a
minute per use. You can lift, swing, or throw the object. Wounds are (Awesome Points needed x10.)
o 1: manage 1 ton, a car. 2: manage a truck, 2-4 tons. 3: manage a bus, 5 tons. 6: manage a
cement truck, full, 10 tons. 7: manage a building of 2 stories per base Brawn. 8: manage a
jumbo jet in flight, or a train.



Flight.** Constant. You can move up to 2 arenas a round three dimensionally. When holding Mjölnir
you can move 4 arenas a round three dimensionally, +1 per Awesome Point spent (that does not count
towards leveling.) You can carry anything in flight that you can heft on the ground.



Mighty Warrior.** Constant. Unarmed, you hit with Brawn (doubled) +1d10 and inflict a base 2
Wounds. As a focus action, you can spend 2 Awesome Points that do not count towards leveling, and
heal 1 Wound. You can shrug off up to all Wounds using Awesome Points at the cost of 2 each, but
this use of Awesome Points (past the first Wound) does not count towards leveling.



Teleport.** Rested. You can teleport yourself and up to 1 other person per your Commitment to a
place you know well on Earth. You lose 1 Wound per passenger you take along. The teleportation is a
focus action, and passengers must be in your arena.



Weather Control.** Rested. You can conjure up weather changes. You always know what the
weather will be for the next 48 hours in a location after a focus action of sensing it. You can escalate
or calm 1 level of weather per minute of concentration. You can shift it 1 per your base Commitment
in 24 hours.
o 1: sunny, nice. 2: overcast, drizzly or flurries. 3: heavy rain or snow, rumbles. 4: full
thunderstorm or winter storm. 5: dangerous weather, hurricane, blizzard.
 Weather of 4+, you can call down a weather mishap on a foe (lightning, frostbite,
slick ice, etc.) inflicting Wounds or a penalty double the weather rating. Every use of
this ability after the first costs 3 Awesome Points that don’t count towards leveling.
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Melee Weapons

Type
Damage
Description
+2 to hit in this Arena
Unarmed
1d10 to hit, add an attribute to the roll, do 0 Wounds, only KO target. (AP for damage.)
Light
1
1d10 to hit, add an attribute to the roll, do 1 Wound.
Tight
Hand
1
To hit, roll 3d10 instead of 2d10, ignore the lowest.
Reach
1
2d10 to hit. +2 to impede or prevent impeding.
Hazardous
Ranged
1
Attack earlier, and adjacent arenas also.
(target in) Open
Heavy
2
2d10 to hit. Big, so they do more damage.
Dense
Very Heavy
3
2d10 to hit. Huge, no shield, ignore the first Wound armor soaks.
 Light. These weapons are small, like daggers, gaff hooks, and broken bottles.
 Hand. Normal one-handed weaponry. Lots of sword types, maces, battle axes.
 Reach. One or two hands, long. Staff, chain mace, spear.
 Heavy. Hand-and-a-half or two handed. Bastard sword, heavy mace, claymore.
 Very Heavy. Enormous, needs two hands. Huge club, armored foe’s body.
Chainsaw
Takes a focus action to start it. It stalls on doubles, the second time it stalls it breaks.
 Jamming. Every round the chainsaw does damage, test Daring difficulty 7, -1 per Wound done. On a
failure, the chainsaw is jammed in whatever was being cut, and freeing it is a focus action or an attack
action that must succeed on another Daring test or the saw is broken.
 Hand Weapon, Heavy Weapon. The smallest chainsaw is a hand weapon (unwieldy at least) and big
ones count as heavy weapons.
 Sawing. The chainsaw can be used as a focus action; if successful, damage is x3.
Shield
Fighting with a shield and another melee weapon, you roll 1 fewer d10 to hit. However, once a round you
can block 1 Wound. A light shield counts as ½ load, for encumbrance. A heavy shield counts as a load.
You count as “armored” in combat when using a shield, so don’t get 2 Awesome Points after the fight.
 Shield-Sacrificing Protection. A light shield can reduce a single attack to 1 Wound, breaking the
shield. A heavy shield can act as a light shield twice before breaking.
 Shield Attack. A shield can be used as a hand weapon (or heavy weapon, for a heavy shield) by
itself, or with a hand weapon, a heavy weapon, or a reach weapon.
 Shield Cover. Using “Defend” the shield reduces attacker’s to-hit rolls by 2 (stacking with the -2 for
defending, total -4). This works against ranged attacks. Also, can use the shield against each incoming
attack instead of just one.
Parrying Weapons
A parrying weapon must be light or a hand weapon, and it can be used with a light, hand, or heavy
weapon in the other hand. When using a parrying weapon, you are -1d10 on your attack roll (so you roll
1d10 to hit with a heavy weapon and 2d10 with a hand weapon.)
 The weapon grants +2 to hit, -2 for a foe to hit, or +1 Wound to an attack. It can be used for one of
these three things, once a round. Doesn’t stop ranged attacks. Cannot be used with a shield.
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All ranged weapons can attack in the same arena or an adjacent arena.
 Move and Shoot. Spend 1 Awesome Point to do a ranged attack while moving. Roll 1d10 to hit.
 Hand to Hand. Generally ranged weapons count as hand weapons in combat. A heavy crossbow may
be a heavy weapon. A longbow can be a reach weapon. Pistols are light, SMGs and rifles hand
weapons, and heavy rifles are heavy weapons.
Coverage
Hardly any
About a quarter
About half
About ¾
Fully behind it

Shot hits cover on:
8-10
8-13
8-16
8-19
8-20+

Ranged Weapons
Type
Light

Damage
1

Cover Sturdiness
Thin wood, light furniture, glass
Sheetrock, safety glass, sheet metal
Sturdy wood, car door
Heavy furniture, solid walls
Metal armor plate

All are +2 to hit targets in an open arena.
Description
Sling, knife, dart. Roll 1d10 to hit. Add an attribute
to the roll. Max range is adjacent arena.
2d10 to hit. Axe, light crossbow, shortbow, javelin.
2d10 to hit. Longbow, spear.
2d10 to hit. Heavy crossbow

Advantage
Soak 1 Wound
Soak 2 Wounds
Soak 3 Wounds
Soak 4 Wounds
Soak 5 Wounds

Reload Rate
1 action to ready, load, shoot.

1
1 action to ready, load, shoot.
Hand
2
1 action to ready, load, shoot.
Heavy
3
Focus action reload.
Very Heavy
 Aimed. Shooting as a focus action, a bow can shoot targets 1 arena away per Brawn.
 Shortbows have a maximum range of 4 arenas away, longbows a maximum of 8 arenas away.

Firearms

All are +2 to hit targets in an open arena. Roll 2d10 to hit.

Ammunition Type
Some ammunition modifies the gun’s base damage.
 Light. 2 Wounds.
 Armor Piercing. Ignore 2 points of armor.
 Heavy. 4 Wounds.
 Magnum. +1 Wound.
 Very Heavy. 6 Wounds.
10 on the Face Die doubles Wounds instead of +1. Tracer. +2 to hit with full automatic attacks.
Gun Type
Short Range
Medium Range
Long Range
Extreme Range
Arena (+2 to hit) To 2 arenas away
3-5 arenas away (-2 to hit) 6-9 arenas away (-4 to hit)
Pistol, SMG
Assault/Hunting Rifle Adjacent arena To 5 arenas away (+2 to hit) 6-9 arenas away Line of sight (-2 to hit)
Adjacent arena (-2 to hit) To 5 arenas away
6-9 arenas away (+2 to hit) Line of sight
Sniper Rifle
Reloading. Exchanging clips or breech loading (1 or 2 shots) is a focused action. Reloading a revolver is
two focused actions, one to clear and one to load, unless using a quickloader.
Rapid Fire Multiple shots in rapid succession can be effective.
Extras: 1 extra can grant: +2 to hit, +1 Wound, or +1 target in the arena (split damage among targets.)
 Burst. Fire 3-5 bullets as one attack, roll to hit, and choose 1 extra.
 Full Automatic. Fire about 20 bullets as one attack, roll to hit, choose 3 extras in any combination.
Bonuses to Hit
 Stabilizing. Get +1 to hit by using both hands, get +1 to hit by using a rifle stock.
 Aim. Firing as a focus action grants +2 to hit. Laser Sight. Adds +2 to hit.
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Explosives affect an entire arena at a time. Targets with cover may get some protection from the blast.
Explosive Damage by Distance from Blast Point.
 Point Blank. 6 Wounds.
 Short range. 4 Wounds.
 Long range. 2 Wounds.
Grenade
Grenades can be thrown or launched from a gun. Thrown, the character can use them in the current or
adjacent arena, attempting to throw further by spending 2 Awesome Points for every further arena (DM
rules what’s possible.) Launched, use the gun rules.
 Fragmentation Grenade. Point Blank: Up to 3 meters. Short: Up to 6 meters. Long: Up to 9 meters.
 Concussion Grenade. Point Blank: Up to 2 m. Short: Up to 4 m. Long: Up to 6 m.
 Incendiary Grenade. Same range as concussion, but creates Very Heavy flame the first round,
Heavy the second round, and Light the third round—plus the fire from whatever may be ignited.
 Smoke. Uses concussion range and ½ damage, but fills an arena and 1 adjacent arena with smoke—
use 4 increments of ½ arena each to show its effect.
 Teargas. As smoke, but those within suffer ½ wounds and a full penalty to all tests equal to the
“damage” chart.
Demolitions
These explosives must be placed, not thrown. Placement tends to be a Cunning test difficulty 7, reducing
“range” by 1 for failure and 2 for rolling a 1 or scoring negatively. Halve damage each meter from the
explosion.
 Shaped charge. 6-20 damage.
 Depth charge. 20 damage.
Fire
The intensity of the fire is Light, Heavy, or Very Heavy. Everything in the fire takes damage every round.
 Light. 2 Wounds. Campfire, stovetop.
 Heavy. 4 Wounds. Bonfire, burning gasoline.
 Very Heavy. 6 Wounds. Napalm, chemical fire.
Firebombs. Generally a glass container with kerosene or gasoline in it, and a soaked rag for a plug/fuse.
Designed to shatter and catch fire.
 Heavy intensity. 4 Wounds each round from fire for 2 rounds, then Light—2 Wounds for 2 rounds.
 Generally 3 doses per bomb, each one affecting about a square meter.
Flamethrowers.
 Military grade. Range is up to 20 meters. Uses 3 doses per round.
o Intensity. Very heavy for 2 rounds, then heavy for 2 rounds, then light for 2 rounds.
o Ammunition. Generally comes with 60 points of ammunition.
o Explosion. If damaged, it may explode, burning with very heavy intensity for 1 round per
point of fuel remaining, and burning down from there.
 Hairspray Blowtorch. Range is up to 2 meters, melee range. Has up to 5 flame bursts.
o Intensity. Light. 2 Wounds.
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Armor
ATTACK ROLL
20+
17-19
14-16
11-13
8-10
1-7
Cunning Penalty
Encumbrance
Description

Super Heavy
Full Damage
-1 Wound
-2 Wounds
-3 Wounds
-4 Wounds
Miss
-6
3 loads
Full plate

Heavy
Full Damage

Medium
Full Damage

-1 Wound
-2 Wounds
-3 Wounds
Miss
-4
2 loads
Riot armor

-1 Wound
-2 Wounds
Miss
-2
1 load
Kevlar

Light
Full Damage

-1 Wound
Miss
Leather

No Armor
Full Damage
2 Awesome
Points from Stack
for surviving a
fight unarmored

Miss
Clothes

Armor Reduces Damage. The [-X Wounds] on the table represents the number of Wounds that the
armor deflects away from the character inside. This is damage reduction. The higher the roll to hit, the
less effective armor is.
Custom Armor. You will be wearing custom armor designed for your meta activities. You count the
armor as 1 load lighter and 2 Cunning penalty less when it is fitted and shaped just for you.
Fighting Without Armor. Characters who are in
danger of being hit, who enter a fight without armor
and survive, get 2 Awesome Points from the Stack
after the fight.










Brawn is the number of heavy things (loads) you
can carry without penalty.
Carrying [Brawn +1] loads is encumbered; fail all
rolls (including combat), stagger along.
o At 0 Brawn or lower, 1 load counts as
being encumbered.
o A partial load beyond your limit does not
count as being overloaded.
Medium armor is 1 load, heavy armor is 2 loads, super heavy armor is 3 loads.
Child-sized person=2 loads. Normal person=3 loads. Person with over 5 Brawn=4 loads.
Dragging something over normal ground halves its encumbrance.
More than one person can share the weight, splitting the loads between them.
Encumbrance Rule on Weapons: What equals 1 load?
o 8 light weapons are 1 load. 4 light weapons are half a load.
o 2 hand weapons or reach weapons are a load. 1 is half a load.
 Also quiver, short bow, crossbow, and pistol.
o 1 heavy weapon or heavy shield is a load.
o 1 very heavy weapon is 1.5 loads, round to 2 if you don’t have another ½ load.
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Generally gadgets allow you a single advantage: +2 to hit, +1 Wound, +4 to an attribute test, using an
attribute test for something you normally can’t try, or +1 arena range (for move or ranged attacks.)
Otherwise, the DM will assign an Awesome Point cost, and you must pay it to make the gadget you want.
These points do not count towards leveling.
Here are some specific useful gadets and guidelines.
Scanners
In general, a scanner built to detect one thing has pretty good range (up to a kilometer or so) and is very
reliable for detecting that thing.
Movement Gear
Zip lines, rocket packs, rebreathers, grapple hook guns, and so on.
Misdirection Gear

Infiltration Gear
More to come, this will do for now…
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The Armor Expert template begins play with a suit of armor. Add Cunning or Awareness together, and
level, to get the total number of extra “slots” of equipment that can be added to the suit.
Armor Baseline









Armor. Ignore the first 5 Wounds inflicted by each attack, in addition to counting the armor as Super
Heavy.
Communications. Connect as an encrypted cell phone, Cunning difficulty 30 to crack.
Environment. Sealed for up to 12 hours of air, cycle body waste, temperature control.
o Brawn difficulty 10 or take a Wound when resisting environmental conditions that are lethal,
otherwise, you are fine in there.
Flight Systems. Boot jets for directional steering, an anti-grav pack built into the armor. Fly up to 3
arenas a round moving 3 dimensionally.
o -1 to hit and +1 Wound for every arena of speed that you are moving if you attack in hand to
hand. Collision inflicts 1 Wound per arena of speed on the armor.
Power Plant. Base 3 Power a round. It cannot be saved up, only allocated. Using any system (besides
Armor) takes 1 Power a round. (Environment only counts if resisting a dangerous environment.)
Repulsor Blast Weapons. You can fire energy bolts as a pistol. They inflict 3 Wounds per hit.
Strength. In hand to hand, inflict a base 5 Wounds. Shift up to 5 tons, lift up to 3 tons, throw up to 1
ton. Each ton is x5 the kind of weapon it could be in Wounds for what is hit.

The suit takes 30 seconds to assemble around you in your workshop, and 30 seconds to disassemble (+10
seconds per Wound the armor has sustained.)
Damage
When the armor’s soak is overcome, split the incoming Wounds. You take half, and the armor takes half.
Every Wound the armor takes disables an extra or a baseline; the DM can choose, randomize, or allow
you to choose.
Feats
You can force the armor to do something outside its normal range. Every extra Power you pull puts a
system offline until it is repaired, but you can choose which system.
Customizing the Armor
You can create a suit of armor with the baselines, and trick it out. You can also build custom suits with
just your slots, not the baseline, to get a few other advantages (like making it portable.) You can create
gadgets that copy elements of the armor baseline, and extras.
If you want specific upgrades, or to create gadgets based on the armor tech, talk to your DM about what is
allowed in your DM’s vision of the setting.
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Extras:


Artificial Intelligence. You have an artificial intelligence built into the armor. Its level is half your own, and it
has the ability to hack computer systems remotely or when in contact. It can function as another character to fly
the armor, communicate, assess damage, and so on, with an Awareness equal to its level. You can name it and
give it a personality.



Dedicated Satellites. You have your own orbital network, so your coverage is assured at x3 the power of a
normal cell phone. You can shift satellite orbits with 10 minutes of work, so you will always be covered up to 1
mile deep in the earth if you are prepared.



Energy Shielding. You add armor deflecting capability, reducing melee attacks by -1 to hit and ranged attacks
by -3 to hit per upgrade.



Flight Upgrades. There is a whole suite of these mobility upgrades.
o Supersonic. You can break the sound barrier for a few minutes.
o Swimmer. You can “fly” underwater at 2/3 speed.



Frame Upgrade. You can make the suit x2 its former size, making room for +1 slot per your level.



Heads Up Display Targeting Array. You are +2 to hit with ranged weapons, and you are aware of all threats
in your arena and adjacent arenas automatically. Other threats can be logged and tracked by the suit
independently or at your direction.



Life Support Upgrade. Choose 1 lethal environment to ignore (like hard vacuum, lava, deep sea.)



Power Plant Upgrade. Upgrade the Power Plant by 2. The Power cannot exceed your level, and the base 3 is
free. (You cannot use this until you are at least 5 th level.)



Repulsor Upgrades. There is a whole suite of these dangerous energy upgrades.
o Armor Piercing. Ignore 5 soak from armor.
o Concussive. They do half damage, but count as a Push action, base Wounds x5 for the success to push
the target.
o Increase Load. Assign up to 1 Power per your level to increase the damage 1 Wound each.



Shielding Upgrades. You can add armor upgrades, +3 Wounds ignored per attack per upgrade.



Strength Upgrades. You can add a x1 multiplier to the suit’s base strength each time you upgrade the suit’s
strength. Default is x1, so the first upgrade is x2, etc.



Tactical Network. A tac net that can access up to 10 others and keep them in communication, encrypted with
software and hardware, hacker Cunning difficulty 35 to crack.



Weapon Upgrades. Add firepower to the suit!
o Flak. Anti-missile flares. Unless the missile rolls 7+ on 1d10, the missile detonates on the
countermeasures instead of pursuing you. 1 use per slot, includes electronic disruption.
o Minigun. 1 slot for the gun, 1 slot for each pack of ammo for 10 shots. As a range action, get 5 extras;
shooting as a focus action, burn 2 shots and get 10 extras. Base 6 damage.
o Missile Pack. 3 mini-missiles with guidance systems, so they are +4 to hit fired individually. Fired
together, they get 2 advantages. Base damage 6, ignore 4 armor.
o Monomolecular Blade. Pick a type of weapon and add it to your arsenal for melee combat. Ignore 4
armor, and add 5 Wounds for the suit strength.
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In the spectrum between “simulation” and “game” this is way over on the “game” side. The idea is to
provide a loose general structure for handling vehicles; don’t let this get in the way of common sense.
Improvise if you’d rather. This is some structure to help run chases.
Muscle Propelled (run, bike, skate)
Car
Sports Car
Heavy car/van/truck
Construction/Tank
Light Plane/Helicopter
Military Helicopter
Light jet
Fighter jet
Quinjet

Speeds
1-2
1-8
1-10
1-6
1-5
5-9
1-10
10-20
15-30
1-25

Ruggedness/Cover Concealment Passengers
0-1
0
1
1-2
2
5
1
2
2
2-3
2-4
9
3-6
2-4
4
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
3
8
4
3
2
5
5
10

Speed
This is an abstract. Rather than measuring how fast the vehicle is going, it measures two other factors—
how much damage it takes to fall out of it while it is going (or run into something while inside, or crash
into targets) and how it moves relative to others vehicles.
 Cruising. Difficulty to control the vehicle under normal circumstances is equal to the current speed,
if a test is necessary.
o Flying. ½ speed rating for flying vehicles, which are designed to operate at higher speed.
 Change Speed. Characters can change speed by 2 as a free action once per round, +1 per Daring.
Pursuit
 Chase Movement. Those in the chase move 1 arena per round per current speed rating, calculated at
the beginning of the round. (Arenas are at least x2 the size of on-foot arenas, up to x10.)
 Control. The quarry can accept a higher difficulty before rolling, passing that higher difficulty to the
pursuer if the pursuer wants to keep up.
 Range bands. Range bands are:
o Engagement. Close enough to potentially risk a boarding maneuver or strike each other with
vehicles. Within 2 speed.
o Behind. Close enough to trade ranged fire, stay in visual contact. Within 1 per ½ pursuer
speed rating.
o Following. Visual contact becomes sporadic, it is +3 difficulty to hit with range attacks.
Within pursuer’s speed rating.
o Trailing. Only occasional visual contact. +6 difficulty to hit with range attacks.
o Lost. No longer in a chase.
 Interpreting the Dice. Every 3 higher one participant is equals 1 range band the participant can
move. So, if the prey rolls 6 higher, the prey can move 2 range bands ahead.
 Failure. If one driver/pilot fails, what happens?
1. Lose ½ movement.
2. Jostle something.
3. Grant the foe +6 to their roll.
4. System failure, as taking 1 wound.
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5. Disabled.
Damage to Passengers
 Jostle. One vehicle jostles another, doing 1 Wound per Ruggedness and taking 1 damage. This forces
the other driver to test Daring, or risk a mishap.
 Falling Out. Characters falling out of a moving vehicle take 1 Wound per current speed, up to +1/2
depending on what surface the character lands on.
 Crash, Occupants. Characters inside vehicles take 1 Wound per 2 speed in a crash, -1 per the
vehicle’s ruggedness/cover if strapped in.
 Crash, Target. Objects, people, etc. hit by a moving vehicle take 1 Wound per [current speed +
ruggedness].
Damage to Vehicles
Vehicles ignore 1 Wound from normal attacks per their Ruggedness rating, and that’s the cover they
provide for their occupants. When jostling or colliding, ruggedness cancels out for both vehicles.
When a vehicle takes a wound, randomize.
1. Steering control -1.
2. Ruggedness -1.
3. Speed -2.
4. Other system disabled, or re-roll (like weapons, sensors, landing gear, etc.)
5. Disabled.
Conducting a Chase
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Determine speeds of those in the chase. Allow adjustment of 2+ speeds now.
Determine distance between those in the chase, in range bands.
Characters choose whether or not to add difficulty, then they roll.
Failures work out consequences.
Successes adjust space between pursuers.
Crashing works out damage.

Arena Types
a. Tight arenas double
difficulty.
b. Dense arenas are +1/2
difficulty.
c. Neutral arenas are normal
difficulty.
d. Open arenas are -3
difficulty.
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When you have spent 12 Awesome Points through your character, your character gains 1 level. You can
gain an advantage right then, or save it for later. Choose from the list.
+1 to an Attribute.
Gain a talent.
Upgrade a talent.
Gain a background.
Lose a weakness.
Learn a language, musical instrument, or art form.
Gain +1 Wound.









Gaining an attribute. No training is necessary.
Gain a talent. No training is necessary if it is from your template, otherwise you need a teacher for at
least 24 hours of instruction. (Sometimes training has been happening in the background.)
o Half your talents must be from your template.
Upgrade a talent. Look at the section that describes how that is done. Not every talent upgrades.
Gain a background. This must fit in with the ongoing story.
Lose a weakness. This must fit in with the ongoing story.
Learn a language, musical instrument, or art form.
Gain +1 Wound. This stacks with talents and inherent abilities that grant extra Wounds. You can buy
up to 1 more Wound per your base Brawn.

Upon leveling, with DM agreement, you can cash in one to raise something else, if desired. For example,
if your character had a financial reversal, you could reduce your resource background by 1 and instead
gain +1 Commitment.
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Talents are abilities the character can use.
Difficulty to Learn. How widely available is the talent?
 Base Template Talents. You can gain talents from your base template without further training.
 Open Talents. Training for “open talents” is easily located, or spend 3 Awesome Points that do not
count towards leveling to automatically “figure it out” somehow with DM permission. Training
generally takes 24 hours of instruction.
 Restricted Talents.* Gaining “restricted talents” (with 1 asterisk) that are not on your base template
is only possible if the DM agrees, and there are special circumstances and training (or if the DM
allows you to spend 5 Awesome Points that do not count towards leveling.) Training generally takes
24 hours of instruction.
 Exclusive Talents.** Training for “exclusive talents” (with 2 asterisks) is not possible unless the
talent is on the character’s base template. The DM can make an exception for extraordinary
circumstances, but isn’t required to. Training generally takes 24 hours of instruction minimum.
 Master Talents. You can only get a Master Talent if the attribute base for the talent is 5 or higher.
However, if your attribute is 5+, you can gain the talent without instruction.
 Occupational Talents. These professions ideally take at least 6 months of training, but can be
mastered in about 2 if the DM is generous. If connecting to the character’s background, it may be no
further down-time training is needed.
Frequency of Use. How often can the character use the talent?
 Constant. The character can always use this talent, it is available any time its use is appropriate.
 Arena. The character can use this talent once per arena. If the talent involves moving between arenas,
the talent is reset when it enters a new arena. The talent is only exhausted in the arena if its use is
successful. The talent can be “recharged” in the same arena by spending 1 Awesome Point as a free
action. The talent automatically recharges when you move out of the arena where you used it.
 Rested. The character can use this talent successfully once between periods of rest and nourishment.
The talent can be “recharged” between periods of rest by spending 2 Awesome Points outside
combat, or 3 points during combat. Generally, rest is about 6 hours of sleep and a meal.
Time to Use. Different talents take different amounts of time to use.
 Free action. This takes no time. If in doubt about when it activates, it is used on the character’s turn.
 Action. This counts as a ranged attack action, move action, combat action, etc.
 Focus action. This starts in phase 3 and activates in phase 6 of the round if the character is not
injured in that time. The talent is only exhausted if it is successful. If you are hit while doing a focus
action, but not injured, you are not interrupted.
 Longer. Some talents specify they take a minute, or an hour, or some other time increment.
Character Building Advice on Talents


Unusual Upbringing. If the character had an unusual upbringing that the player wants to emphasize,
then the player may ask the DM for access to a restricted talent from another template at first level, to
“get the foot in the door” and show how the character had access to unusual training. Adding a
restricted talent from another template at first level is a nod to the years of life the character had
before first being played.
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Instead of taking a new talent upon gaining a level, a player character can improve a talent the character
already has. Here are the available improvements. Areas that can be improved are underlined in the talent
description.







Upgrade one time frame—rested to arena, arena to constant.
Add +1 Wound (damage) for an attack talent.
Add +1 to hit for an attack talent.
Add +2 to an attribute roll talent.
Reduce Awesome Point cost by 1.
Speed—change a focus action to a shorter action type (default to “move” if not explained).

Here are some specific guidelines for upgrading talents.





A talent may be upgraded more than once, but only one of each upgrade type may be applied to a
talent.
Players must get DM approval before improving a talent, to make sure the interpretation works for the
DM’s game and preferred play style.
Every talent is not subject to improvement, and that’s fine.
Improving a base template talent counts as taking a base template talent, when counting talents
towards the cross-template requirement that half a character’s talents must be from the base template.

Improving talents generally cannot allow these possibilities.





Adding a penalty to an opponent’s Attribute or combat test.
Reduce incoming damage.
Grant Awesome Points to the character through its use automatically (without player or DM
involvement.)
Increase a player character’s Wounds, or improve healing.

If you see this makes a talent more powerful and cooler, and worry about balance, remember that the
player character gave up a whole other talent to improve this one. There are some neat talents out there.
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Civilization has division of labor. People have different jobs, and all contribute towards the well-being of
the community. Most people the characters encounter will have 1 Wound and 1 talent and not be
interested in adventuring; this list helps flesh out some of those occupational talents.
Characters can get an occupational talent with the DM’s permission, upon leveling.
These templates allow a character to automatically do basic tasks related to the profession, and do more
difficult tasks with an attribute test.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Artist. Ability to create artistic works or music, knowledge of famous art and artists.
Cook. Knowledgeable about a variety of recipes and preparing food for large or small groups.
Chemist. Knowledge of chemicals, reactions. Can identify chemicals and create explosives.
Clergy. Knowledge of theology, ecumenical, interfaith, ritualistic, and pastoral skills.
Criminal. Knowledge of street culture, picking locks, and illegal goods and services.
Driver. Familiar with all wheeled vehicles, drive and remember directions.
Entertainer. Performing artist, work the crowd, know cultural references, know the business.
Executive. Stay calm, develop plans, and delegate.
Homemaker. Multitasker, skilled at monitoring and improvising, good people skills.
Information Technology. Knowledge of computer systems, industry standards, famous people.
Journalist. Know the culture, legal lines around privacy, performing under intense time pressure.
Laborer. Knowledge of construction equipment and techniques, harvesting various crops, etc.
Lawyer. Knowledge of city, state, and national laws. Smooth in debate, skilled in bureaucracy.
Medical. Diagnosis, knowledge of medical equipment and procedures, health care laws.
Military. Knowledge of weapons, equipment, bureaucracy, and culture of modern warfare.
Photographer. Know camera gear (still/movie), digital and analogue, tampering.
Pilot. Pilot aircraft and boats. Know navigation and communication equipment and protocols.
Police. Knowledge of the law, instinct for reading people, familiar with territory and procedures.
Repair Technician. Skilled in: 1. Plumbing, 2. Electric, 3. Masonry, 4. Car, 5. Carpentry.
Retail. Be polite when helping people, suss out organizational patterns, hide contempt.
Scientist. Knowledge of complex scientific
equipment, procedures, and facts.
Security. Knowledge of security tools, equipment,
and procedures.
SHIELD Agent. Knowledge of current world
security posture, intelligence methods, tradecraft,
etc.
Social Services. Knowledge of bureaucracy,
psychology, pharmacology, sturdy morale.
Student. Knowledge of a liberal arts fact with an
Awareness test. Skilled in educational bureaucracy.
Teacher. Knowledge of a field of study and liberal
arts, intimidation, and bureaucracy.
Translator. Know 2 additional languages, and how
to be polite and politic in oral interpretation.
Wage Slave. Once a day, spend 1 Awesome Point
to pass a roll at minimum success needed.
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Here are some boundaries for using master talents.
 These talents are available when the attribute rises to 5 or more.
o You can take one master talent for each attribute for each point above 4 in the attribute, if you
buy them as you level.
o You can take a master talent for your starting talent if you have an attribute at 5.
 They do not count as template or cross-template talents.
 They require no training to learn, only a high enough attribute.
 They cannot be improved.
Awareness









Anticipate Move. Constant. You can read opponents, anticipating what they will do. Gain +2 to
Initiative and Impede (whether impeding or escaping.)
Faces and Names. Constant. You never forget a face or a name, and if you connect them, you can
recall them both at once later on.
Lie Detector. Constant. Only those with Cunning equal to or higher than your Awareness have a
chance at successfully fooling you with a lie, without using magic. Others cannot spend Awesome
Points to increase their ability to lie to you.
Light Sleeper. Constant. If there is a chance you will wake up due to something happening in your
arena or an unusual sound, you will wake. You do not have to pass a test. Because your system is
used to light sleep, you are not more tired from being roused in this way; as long as the wakefulness is
brief, your sleep is not disrupted.
Recall Expert. Rested. You have an astonishing memory. If there is a follow-up Awareness roll to
remember something due to a talent, you automatically pass it and get an additional follow-up roll for
more. You can remember any information you’ve been exposed to (though your recall may not be
complete, it will be helpful.) This includes smells, flavors, symbols, pictures, and text.
Spyreading. Constant. You can read upside-down text, quickly hidden papers, and details in dim or
fast-moving conditions. Your mind is trained to catch and hold information of this kind, and you
automatically retain anything you see under these difficult conditions for at least an hour.

Brawn









Bashmaster. Constant. Take 1 less Wound from damage that is specifically bashing. This includes
blunt weapons and attempts to batter down doors.
Dangerous Might. Constant. You can spend an additional 2 Awesome Points to increase damage by
1. (You can improve damage by 2 Wounds with Awesome Points instead of maximum 1 Wound.
Even if adding 1 Wound costs less Awesome Points due to another talent, the second Wound costs 2
Awesome Points.)
Deadly Attack. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a light weapon.
Healthy. Constant. Gain +2 Wounds and immunity to normal sickness (unless the DM feeds the
Bowl one point per your level.)
Heft. Constant. You can carry 1 more load than your Brawn. If you are scantily clad, you get +2 to
Charm tests with those who may be attracted to your muscular body.
Powerful Attack. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a heavy weapon.
Resilient. Constant. You are always -2 on the 1d10 roll when you reach 0 Wounds. If you score a
number less than 1, you still have 1 Wound.
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Charm









Bully. Constant. If you use Charm to intimidate someone, gain 1 Awesome Point.
Confidante. Constant. If you can get a target talking, the target will reveal things the target didn’t
mean to talk about. Every minute of conversation, test Charm against the target’s Commitment,
Charm, Cunning, or Daring. If you win, gain another useful statement or line of inquiry.
Deflect Anger. Constant. If you are confronted by an angry person, pass an intimidation test using
Charm. If you succeed, the angry person is not intimidated, but the rage is deflected to another target
or a counter argument has made a convincing case for blaming the angry person.
Empathy. Constant. If you have the same mood as your target (or pretend to have the same mood)
get +2 on Charm tests. On a success, the target believes you understand their feelings.
Recruit. Rested. Gain 1d10 Wounds of followers after an hour of appropriate activity with them.
They will help out for up to 1 hour per your Charm with no payment, or agree to work for you if you
offer them a deal that could be seen as fair.
Inspire Loyalty. Constant. You attract henchmen who are loyal to you until death, regardless of pay
or conditions (though abuse may drive them off or make them disloyal.) You may have 1 Wound or
level (whichever is higher for those involved) per your level. When you level, you may level a
henchman or attract a new one. If a henchman is lost to death or disloyalty, those “slots” are not
available again, they are lost with the henchman. The DM chooses your henchmen, but you may
make requests.
Humanize. Constant. You are capable of rendering yourself or someone else human in the eyes of
humans or near-humans. If they have been trained to think of you as an inhuman monster, you can
forge a relationship to seem not so very unlike them after all. This requires conversation or exchange,
and winning an intimidation test of your Charm against the attribute they choose (they are not
intimidated, instead you are humanized). Succeeding on this intimidation test can also serve to
forestall imminent violence, execution, and dismissal from authorities holding you.

Commitment










Battle Oath. Arena. Focus action. Make a solemn vow about a specific outcome in the current fight.
(“I swear I will kill that man.” “She will leave with me, alive.” “You will not reach the door.”) Track
all Awesome Points you spend in the fight. If you fulfill your vow, immediately get twice as many
Awesome Points back. If you fail to fulfill your vow, you owe the DM that many Awesome Points,
and you cannot spend any more until you pay that debt of shame. (Points repaying the debt do not
count towards leveling, either.)
Confident. Rested. Faced with a difficult challenge, gain 1d5 Awesome Points from the Stack. This
talent cannot be recharged with Awesome Points.
Defiant. Constant. Each time you refuse to satisfy the demands of a greater power than yourself, gain
1 Awesome Point from the Stack.
Ignore Limits. Constant. Add 1 Wound from sheer will.
Lend Confidence. Rested. You may give another person up to ½ your Commitment in Awesome
Points from your reserve as the climax of inspiring them with a speech or symbolic act. This counts as
spending them unless the DM says otherwise.
Mental Peace. Rested. Spend up to ½ your Commitment in Awesome Points while meditating for at
least an hour. (This is used to speed leveling. The talent cannot be recharged with Awesome Points.)
Stubborn. Constant. If you make a decision, no use of non-magic talents or attributes can change
your mind.
Vow. Constant. When you promise to do something, as long as you are doing your best to honor your
vow you cannot be persuaded to abandon it, even by magic.
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Cunning










Alternate Identities. Constant. You can maintain in your mind up to 1 other persona per your
Cunning attribute. You keep straight what each persona knows, the plans each persona has, allies and
foes, life history, and other critical information. You can switch between them at will.
Disguise Expert. Constant. With a handful of props you can change your persona to a generic
archetype (beggar, guard, merchant, etc.) You use voice tone, posture, gait, expression, and other
acting skill. Only those with Cunning or Awareness equal to your Cunning can even attempt to see
through your disguise.
Lend Idea. Constant. You have a talent for conversing with people and giving them an idea, but
leading them to it so they think it is their idea. For them to realize it was your idea, they must test
above [your Cunning x2] with a Cunning or Awareness test. They don’t have to act on the idea, but
they will think it was theirs and they will consider it.
Lockskill. Constant. All locks count as 1 difficulty less.
Long Reach. Constant. You attack in hand to hand as though armed with a reach weapon.
Mimic. Constant. You have skill in imitating body language and vocals of others. Those with
Awareness or Cunning less than your Cunning are automatically fooled.
Resourceful. Constant. When in danger from a worthy opponent, gain 1d5 Awesome Points from the
Stack to help use unexpected methods or means to strike or escape. Unused Awesome Points are
returned to the Stack at the end of the encounter (whether you succeeded or not.)

Daring








Counter-Attack. Constant. You are +2 to hit or +1 Wound when counter-attacking.
Count Coup. Constant. Each time you commit an act of defiance against a worthy target when there
is significant risk, gain up to 3 Awesome Points from the Stack. DM decides.
Dare. Rested. If you dare a target to do something, and the target does not, attempt to intimidate the
target. If you succeed, the target is not intimidated, but you gain 1 Awesome Point per the target’s
Wounds or level, whichever is higher.
Fearless. Constant. You are immune to non-magical intimidation, +2 against magical fear.
Honed Reflexes. Constant. Add ½ your level as a bonus to avoid taking damage when allowed a
Daring test to get out of the way.
Inspire. Rested. When you yell a battle cry, those on your side within hearing are +2 to their Daring
tests in the face of the immediate danger, and they can re-roll if they failed a Daring test the same
round or the round before. Your presence gives allies +1 attribute to resist terror and horror.
Unarmored. Constant. Gain an additional Awesome Point (total 3) each time you fight in real danger
without armor.
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Here are some talents that you can use to round out your character, if you are looking for special abilities
not already on your template.


Acrobatic. Arena. Cut falling damage in half, rounding down (from 1 Wound per 3 m to 1 Wound
per 6 m). Attack as a focus action to ignore a shield and 1 level of armor on the target.



Appraise. Constant. You know quality, and can estimate the value of real estate, food, furniture, art,
gems, horses, antiques, or other commodities. Difficult cases and forgeries can be correctly identified
with an Awareness test. Going to the best market can often increase the value of an item.



Armor Specialist. Constant. Ignore 1 load and -2 penalty to Cunning from wearing armor.



Artistic Process. Rested. Create a work of art. Upon finishing, assign up to 1 mental stress per
Commitment bonus to the artwork, and be purged of it.



Athletic. Rested. Can move as normal, and also act, or can move across 2 arenas in 1 round.



Balanced. Constant. Honed sense of spatial relationships grants +2 bonus to all movement related
tests, including Impede, Push, and Throw.



Blather. Rested. As a focus action, immobilize a single foe with a stream of half-sensible
commentary, questions, and demands. The foe must test Commitment against your Cunning to be free
of the effect—until free, the target can do nothing but stand there.



Breathless Shot. Rested. The character aims for the heart or throat and fires as a focus action with a
ranged weapon, at an unaware or unmoving target. If the shot hits, it does an extra 1d5 Wounds.



Busy Hands. Constant. As a focus action, test Cunning against a same-arena target’s Awareness. On
a success, take any visible object or contents of a pocket, something the target is not actively holding.
This is noticed on a failure, and prevented on a failure by 5 or more.



Butchery. Constant. Small animals can make 2 servings of meat and $5 of hide. Medium animals
(half human size) can make 6 servings of meat and $50 of hide. Big animals (human size) can make
20 servings of meat and $200 of hide. Huge animals can make 60 servings of meat and $600 of hide.
It takes about 5 minutes to extract a serving of meat from a corpse, and 1 minute per dollar to prepare
the hide. Special elements like ivory, venom, and delicacies can be identified and removed. Adjust
these guidelines as needed.



Carousing. Rested. You know how to celebrate in a way that includes everyone nearby. You start
rousing songs, make all jokes funny whether they are or not, and show people a genuinely good time.
Easy come, easy go. You can buy 1 Awesome Point per $50 and create a low-risk environment where
others can do the same. This takes at least 6 hours.



Cartographer. Constant. Can accurately read and draw maps. Upon studying a map, can identify
one useful conclusion from it that others would miss.
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Charger. Arena. You can act twice in a row to move and attack with +2 to hit.



Cheating. Constant. You know sleight of hand, dice gripping techniques, and counting cards. If you
want to cheat, add Cunning to your roll. If Cunning is already part of the game, double it. Others
detect the cheat on a Cunning or Awareness test difficulty 10.



Confident. Constant. The character resists that sense of helplessness that is the doorway to insanity,
with a well-developed sense of self and a grounded confidence in personal expertise. The character
gains +2 to Commitment tests resisting both gaining mental stress points, and becoming unhinged.



Conversationalist. Rested. Widely read, the character can engage just about anyone in conversation
on something that interests them. Gain +2 on a Charm test.



Cover Fire. Constant. The character can fire a minimum of 3 bullets a round, during the
Defend/Protect phase. The targets must test Daring difficulty 6 to do anything but cower behind cover
for the round. (The difficulty is adjusted for those who are not reluctant to be shot.) A target that does
expose itself allows the character to get one free shot.



Cutting Wit. Arena. The character can insult one or more foes in the same arena, or an adjacent arena
if the foes are using ranged weapons. Insulted foes targeting the character must roll an extra die and
drop the highest.



Defuse. Rested. When violence threatens, if the character can gain a hearing, the character can make a
Charm test at +2 to calm tempers and make diplomacy or negotiation possible.



Demolitions. Rested. The character can look at a room or machine, with a mostly unobstructed view,
as a focus action. Then the character knows where the load-bearing points are, and the weak points.
Test Awareness to make a plan to bolster or collapse the structure or machine. The character may not
be able to bolster or collapse it, but the character will know how to. This talent allows the character to
create and use explosives.



Dodge. Arena. When hit with a melee attack roll 1d10. If you get 7+, the attack misses. Take -1 from
the roll for every load carried and every level of armor.



Dull to Horror. Constant. The character has been through gruesomely hard times; been around
killing, cheap human life, atrocity, torture, and all humanity is capable of. The character has +2 on
rolls to resist gaining mental stress from witnessing or perpetrating brutality and gruesomeness.



Escape. Arena. You know how to hurt someone who is trying to hinder your movement. If they grab
you or spread themselves to block your way, strike a single impeding character as if rolling 1d10 +
relevant attribute to hit.



Flattery. Constant. The character instinctively senses what others want to hear, and is willing to say
it to them. Gain +4 to Charm attempts to flatter others, but if the character fails, the target senses
manipulation, and the character is -2 to Charm until past the awkwardness somehow.



Flexible Paradigm. Constant. The character is open to possibilities like multiple dimensions, alien
life and perspectives, non-Euclidean geometry, and other alien ideas. The character has +2 on rolls to
resist gaining mental stress from witnessing or participating in alien experiences.
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Flexible Truth. Constant. Reframe a story or generate one from scratch in a convincing way. Gain
+2 to Charm tests when lying or offering misleading truth. Gain +1 more for every absolutely true
fact included in the story. The target resists with Awareness.



Gunner. Arena. The character gains +1 extra when burst firing or shooting full automatic.



Ha HA! Rested. In a burst of enthusiasm, the character can add Daring bonus to a melee attack roll.



Hand to Hand Expert. Constant. Martial arts or other combat training means the character can fight
as though armed with a light weapon even unarmed.



Hard Fists. Constant. Spend 1 Awesome Point to add 1 Wound to hand-to-hand damage. You can
then spend 2 Awesome Points to add 1 Wound as normal.



Hit the Dirt. Rested. When ranged weapons attack, the character can make a Daring test (difficulty
depends on the availability of cover) to get behind something or prone after the first shot is worked
out, as a free action.



Hospitable. Rested. The character can make a group feel at ease. With minimal resources, the
character can use friendly wit, creative eye, and humor to create a small restful haven even in
dangerous environs. The character can help up to 1 person per Charm count as Rested in 1 hour, as
long as there is something (however minor or unpleasant) to eat, and a place to stretch out.



Improvise Weaponry. Arena. For one round, take one kind of weapon and use it in an
unconventional way to make it act as another kind of weapon (like shifting a shoulder strap to use a
submachine gun like a reach weapon). Or, find environmental elements and use them as a weapon.



Inspirational. Rested. Talk with a person or group for at least 5 minutes. If they pass a Commitment
test difficulty 7, they gain 1 Awesome Point.



Judge of Character. Encounter. The character has known a lot of people, taken a lot of risks, and
adjusted a lot of trust. In most situations, the character’s snap judgment is enough. If the situation is
riskier or ambiguous, the character can test Awareness, against a target’s Cunning (whether they are
trying to deceive or not.) If successful, the character has a sense of the target’s true motives, general
emotional state, and the nature of any information the target is hiding. The character can boost this
roll with Awesome Points.



Juggling. Constant. You can juggle objects equal to your Daring x2 without needing to roll. Also, +1
to hit when throwing ranged weapons within the same arena. Jugging between more than one person,
the group keeps a number of objects in the air equal to the lowest capacity juggler.



Kill Points. Arena. Do 1 extra Wound in hand to hand or with melee weapons. Upon inflicting a
critical hit, double damage instead of adding 1.



Locksmith. Constant. See the “How To” for lock-picking instructions. Skilled in picking locks, and
bypassing electronic security too.



Mental Toughness. Rested. Ignore 1 point of mental stress.



No You Don’t. Arena. The character is +2 to attack a character attempting a focus action.
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Noir Process. Rested. You can use a noir cliché to process a point of mental stress. This can be
lighting a cigarette with a cryptic philosophical quote, having angry sex, punching someone who
doesn’t deserve it, chain smoking while playing a blues instrument, or taking a long night walk alone.



Nondescript. Constant. Others are -2 Awareness to detect this character, and if the character is
actively stealthy, -4. The character blends with crowds or shadows.



Optimism. Rested. You can spend 3 Awesome Points to get rid of 1 point of mental stress, just by
being perky.



Pleading. Rested. As a Defend action, you can beg to be spared and granted life, safety, and/or
escape. Attackers must succeed in a Commitment test vs. the character’s Charm, or they spare the
character.



Politician. Constant. You can see past the immediate consequences to the long-term implications of
political and military decisions. You speak the special code of politics, understand and offer veiled
threats and promises, and think one thing while saying another. Gain +2 to Awareness and Charm
when understanding or dealing with political situations.



Prick of Pride. Constant. You can use techniques subtle or blunt to question another person’s
courage, honor, and financial security in ways that motivate them to wager even when the wager is
unwise. Your Cunning against target Conviction.



Reactive. Rested. Gain +2 to Initiative. This can be activated after the Initiative roll, but before
anyone acts in that segment.



Repair. Rested. You can repair machines, construction, and cars, appliances, or computers. The
character can direct a work crew of up to Charm rating. For a house or big vehicle, 1 day per roll. A
room or car, 12 hours. A computer or smaller area home renovation, 6 hours. Hinges, hubs, window
replacements, paint jobs, etc. 1 hour. Anything smaller, 30 minutes. Test Cunning to figure out how
an unfamiliar device works.



Researcher. Rested. You can go into records of all kinds (like primary and secondary historical
sources, property documents, scholarly work, etc.) Spending at least 4 hours, the player can test
Awareness to see if the character has gained useful information from the research. The character can
spend 1 Awesome Point per hour to reduce this time to minimum 1 hour.



Ruthless. Constant. Skilled and practiced in attacking others, you do not take mental stress from
harming or killing people unless the DM feeds the Bowl.



Silent Step. Constant. Practiced stealth adds +2 to Cunning tests to move unseen and unheard. In the
wilderness, +4.



Sprinter. Rested. The character can lose 1 wound to cross +1 arena during the Move phase.



Suggestive Inspiration. Rested. The character makes appropriate music, suggesting the audience
prepare to fight, sleep, or celebrate. They get 1 Awesome Point if they follow the suggestion.



Sweeping Blow. Arena. Do +1 Wound when splitting damage among minions or hitting a swarm.
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Threaten. Encounter. You can test Charm against the target’s Commitment; if successful, the
intimidated target complies with a request, or is -2 on rolls until making a Commitment test as a focus
action.



Thrilling Process. Rested. Adrenaline flow soothes the knots, and a point of mental stress can be
smoothed out by taking a ridiculous risk or going far too fast. Whether this is on a race track,
skydiving, a fling with the absolute wrong person, or something else, it must get the blood pumping
and focus the character in the now, however briefly.



Thug Culture. Constant. The character substitutes Brawn bonus for Charm tests to command
underlings or support a stronger leader. Bullying feels natural and comfortable, both giving it and
receiving it. Those who understand the strongest should rule will be attracted to this character.



Tracking. Constant. Identify who or what was present, where they went. Add difficulty for elapsed
time, rain, difficult terrain, etc. Test Awareness to know one important fact about what happened, or
the state of those making the tracks. Can be opposed with Cunning.



Watch Your Six. Encounter. The character is always entitled to an Awareness test when being
shadowed, opposed by the shadowing character’s Cunning. This applies to crowd situations, traffic,
stealthy intrusion, and any situation where the character is being observed.



Weapon of Choice. Constant. Rolling a 10 on any d10 to hit counts as a hit with the face die with a
specific weapon. A week of training can switch to a new weapon.



Whack-a-Swarm. Rested. Double damage against a swarm.
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Every “+1” the character’s Commitment grants can be used towards taking a belief system or a code of
honor.
Each point in a belief system or code of honor adds another +1 to a Commitment roll when resisting
temptations or violations of that belief system or code of honor.
Players should suggest that they get the bonus any time it occurs to them and seems appropriate,
understanding that the DM is the final interpreter of when the bonus applies and when it does not.
Ideally, players who want characters with these belief systems and codes of honor should write up some
guidelines and context to make sure the DM and player have a similar understanding of what the code
means to the character. Beliefs and honor only provide this extra boost if they require structure and
sacrifice from the character.
Violating the Belief System or Code of Honor
Sometimes the character will fail to live up to the strictures of their beliefs, they will be dishonored. When
this happens, they get no bonus to Commitment tests of any kind. The only way to restore the bonus is to
atone, to sacrifice, to somehow symbolically restore the broken relationship. The player and DM can
work together on what that looks like for the character’s situation.
Sample Belief Systems and Codes of Honor


Chivalry. The character believes the strong should protect the weak, that people should be treated
with dignity (even foes), and that honor defines a person to the point where without it, wealth and
victory and fame are hollow. Politeness symbolizes respect—give it, expect it from those with honor.



Duty. The character has sworn to uphold a duty. This duty is taxing, and requires sacrifice, but it
grants meaning and pride in exchange.



Ethics. The character believes that the integrity of a process of decision making outweighs the end
result—making a decision correctly, even if the result costs the character benefits, is more important
than taking what you can get. The social contract means something.



Faith. The character believes in a religion. The character is bound by the strictures of that religion,
but also draws moral and emotional strength beyond personal reserves from belief in something
bigger, supernatural, and mysterious.



Family Honor. The character values the honor of the family, and is horrified at the idea of tarnishing
the family with personal misbehavior. The family’s integrity and renown gives the character strength,
through attachment to it.



Idealist. The character has a vision for what the future should be. No inducement is more valuable
than this dream of the future, of what should be—and could be. The character is willing to sacrifice
now to draw the world closer to this dream of someday.
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This set of rules is designed to get you right into the sweet spot of power for your characters as fast as
possible, and keep you there as long as possible. So, how should you model various points in a superpowered character’s career?
Year One, First Movie. Level 1 to 5
A character just starting out should have a really brief run-down with the DM on what came before, and
start out as a viable super-powered character. It can be a lot of fun playing through that fresh rookie phase
where you gather a rogue’s gallery and some stories to tell back at the clubhouse.
Mature Heroics, Crossovers, Sequels. Level 6-15
Now you know what your character can do, you’ve been blooded and experienced, and you’re ready to
strut your super-powered stuff. People know what to expect from you, but you usually have a surprise up
your sleeve. You’ve been adventuring for over a year, up to 20 or so.
First Among Equals, Legend, Mentor. Level 16 and Up
Are you more drawn to “Kingdom Come” than “Year One”? This may be the power level for you. You
can do what a team of newbies would struggle with, single-handedly and without breaking a sweat.
Whatever your power set is, you know how to make it work for you, and those who have crossed you and
crawled away to report their failures have bolstered your mighty reputation.
For a character starting out with some levels added, make the base character and add advantages as
though the character earned them. Some back story is desirable. Feel free to take or make up a number of
weaknesses and adventuring motives. One way to get more power is to add to attributes, then when fully
leveled up, calculate how many backgrounds you get (instead of buying backgrounds with levels.)
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An arena is a place you might fight in that’s different from the places around it. Characters can move
around and maneuver within their arena without taking actions to do it. A move action transfers a
character from one arena to another adjacent arena.
In play, this usually looks like a bunch of ovals, squares, L-shapes, and triangles that touch each other,
ideally with some scribbled in scenery or an explanation to understand what is in each arena.
Having a variety of arenas means players can move their characters to places where they get an advantage
from their weapon type, and variety helps combat be more cinematic and dynamic than standing toe to toe
and gradually chewing through each other’s hit points.
Arena Type
Description
Favored Weapon Type
Tight
Narrow corridors, stairs, balconies, alleys, tunnels
Light is +2 to hit
Hazardous
Rooftops, slick rocks, ledges, rope bridges, swamps
Reach is +2 to hit
Open
Courtyards, open water, gladiatorial arenas, fields
Range is +2 if target in open
Dense
Shops, thick forest, ship deck, crowd, hayloft
Heavy is +2 to hit
Neutral
If it isn’t as open as open, but not one of the others.
None
An arena tends to be 15-20 vertical feet. On a cliff face, in the water, or with aerial combat, that’s a
helpful guideline. Some monsters have an arena on their back and head!






If you want to do something cool, suggest arena possibilities next to the arenas the DM notes.
o Example: a character in a marketplace is faced with a dense street and tight alleyways as the
armored thugs close in. Her player asks if she can treat the awnings of the shops as a
hazardous arena to get up to the rooftops, which are open. The DM may draw it in!
Arenas can change mid-fight. If you are on a roof covered with clotheslines and shacks that begins to
crumble as giant robots smash into it, you may go from a dense arena to a hazardous arena. If you’re
in a crowd and they scatter, the arena goes from dense to neutral, then maybe a round later to open.
Boundaries of arenas can change as the fighting space changes.
The size of arenas varies dramatically. If you’re in a house, arenas will be very small; if you are
riding horses out on the plains or flying over the city, they’ll be very big.

There are some circumstances that come up often, so here are some typical arrangements.






Roads. Road arenas tend to be narrow (but include the shoulder) and 2 or 3 arenas long for the
purposes of the encounter. They are open unless there is traffic, then they can be any arena type.
Walls. If you can go over it or fight on it, the wall is hazardous. If the walls hem you in, the arena is
tight. If the walls mean you can’t go that way, the wall is impassible (and not an arena). If the wall
seems flimsy, you can try to break it; if you do, the DM will tell you whether the rubble-strewn hole
area is dense, tight, or hazardous!
Weather. Rain, mud, snow and ice tend to shift terrain to hazardous.
Woods. Brush and saplings are likely to be dense, stands of trees close together or with low branches
tend to be tight, and old growth big forests with space between trunks may be neutral.
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Do you need to quickly sketch out an environment? Do you tend to lapse into drawing in the same kinds
of arenas, or only two arenas? Here is a method for quick generation of a more interesting scene of battle.
Plan to make your field of battle about 9 arenas (3 arenas across, three arenas down), with the characters
in the center arena. Assume surroundings default to open or neutral (unless they are somewhere like a
rope bridge and you know that already. Then maybe focus on what’s on either end, etc.)
Set a default: probably open or neutral. Then roll 3d5 to see what is nearby that is of interest.
1. Open.
2. Dense.
3. Tight.
4. Hazardous.
5. Inaccessible.
Note the three other types besides your center arena to include, and then quickly draw the battle field.
 Do not draw a grid with 9 squares, but instead keep that grid in mind as you add in arenas.
 They can be bigger or smaller, longer or wider, even curved or other shapes.
 If two or three arenas next to each other seem to be one piece, make them all one arena.
 Scale it in your mind. Arenas can be any size. In close quarters like alleyways or shops, maybe lots of
little arenas; if they are riding horses out on the plains, big arenas!
 This process is to inspire you, you are not accountable to it.
Description adds excitement. Once you’ve got your arenas, tell them what is there, based on the
surroundings. In the woods, a dense arena is probably underbrush. In a slum, a dense arena might be a
crowd of people around a performer, or a clutch of street vendors. On the beach, it could be a stand of
bamboo. Try to describe something fun
to interact with.
Stay flexible. That dense arena that is a
crowd could scatter, making the arenas
around it neutral instead of open.
Fighters could leap up on the roof of
the market stalls, creating a hazardous
arena. Traffic could jam, creating an
impassible or hazardous arena. This is
not only okay, it’s a feature of the
system; encourage it! Do it yourself
sometimes! Remind them they are in a
dynamic world. Reward creativity.
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What is it? The Awesome Point “economy” is not about math. It is about rhythm, direction, and style.
When lots of Awesome Points are being earned, awarded, and spent, a lot of awesome stuff is happening.
If activity slows down, players forget about the Bowl, and Awesome Points are not awarded (or not spent)
for a while. Those are signs that things may not be awesome enough.
What do we use to represent Awesome Points? Awesome Points are generally poker chips or d6 dice, or
some other plentiful token durable enough to withstand enthusiastic play.
Where are the Awesome Points at the beginning of the game? The DM puts the Bowl out where everyone
can reach it, and generally there’s at least 5 Awesome Points per player in the Bowl to start with. The rest
of the Awesome Points are in the Stack, the Awesome Points controlled directly by the DM and used to
refill the Bowl or reward individual players. If these characters have been played before, they may have
Awesome Points left over from last time the DM will give the players at the beginning of the session.
How are Awesome Points distributed?
Players can give each other Awesome
Points out of the Bowl, but only the
DM can put more Awesome Points in
the Bowl. Players cannot give each
other Awesome Points out of their
own piles, only from the Bowl. Players
cannot take Awesome Points from the
Bowl for themselves, they can only
give points to each other. Players get
Awesome Points for doing awesome
things.
What counts as “doing awesome
things”? You are playing this game so
you can get an experience like the
super-powered thrill ride of the
Avengers. So, when people do things
that get you closer to that experience,
that’s awesome. Reward them!
This game should be cinematic.
Somebody says or does something for
laughs, there’s a spine-chilling moment of tough-guy coolness, a major accomplishment, a dramatic
stand-off—hey, if it’s dramatic and in line with the play style you’re after, give out those Awesome
Points.
This game runs best in an atmosphere of delight and gratitude. Cool stuff is happening! Reward the
people who are part of it! Don’t forget about the Bowl. Hand those points out to your fellow players. If
somebody is giving you points, don’t forget to keep an eye out for what they’re doing that’s awesome too.
Got a quiet player? Go out of your way to figure out how to explain why you’re giving them Awesome
Points.
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Refilling the Bowl
There are a number of ways the DM can refill the Bowl with Awesome Points for the players to share
with each other. Ideally, there are always some points in the Bowl, so when something awesome happens
the players can celebrate. Good players will be handing out those Awesome Points all the time, so how
does a DM get more in the Bowl?
 Progress! The DM may choose to put Awesome Points in the bowl at the conclusion of an encounter.
 Evil Chuckle. Any time the DM chuckles evilly, or laughs maniacally, or any other variation on the
theme, the DM must feed the bowl 1-4 Awesome Points. (This is always available, and always
entertaining, so use it! You can choose whether or not to chip in when an NPC laughs—the more it
annoys the PCs, the more likely it is you should chip in.)
 Monster Talents. When monsters use talents, it is good form to pay for those talents by putting
Awesome Points in the bowl. Many monster talents note they have a cost. If they do not have a cost,
you don’t need to feed the Bowl.
 Pride. You like how your players and their characters are handling things, you think they’re cool, and
you want them to know it. Toss in a handful of Awesome Points!
 Picking on Characters. When a target is hit and you spend 2 Awesome Points to ignore 1 Wound, one
of those goes to the player whose character was “cheated” and the other goes to the Bowl. Same when
the NPC inflicts an extra Wound. And if you are pulling some rude move in the game (like having a
character lock himself out of his house) that’s worth a sympathy point or two also.
 Out-of-Game Contributions. Want to reward a player for bringing snacks, or keeping the party’s map
up, or doing play reports, or whatever? Give the player Awesome Points that the character can start
with next session.
Now that players have Awesome Points, how do they spend them? Here are basic uses.
Spending Awesome Points (Always a free action)
1  Add +2 to any attribute roll.
 Use a per-arena talent again in the same arena.
 Flexibility. Change what you want to do in the round. This cannot allow you to act in a
phase that is over, or to change your mind if you have already rolled dice on an action in
the current round.
2  Do +1 Wound after a successful attack. (But only one per attack.)
 Ignore 1 incoming Wound. (But only one per attack.)
 Recharge a rested Talent outside combat.
 Smite Fleeing Foes. Hit a foe who was in melee with you, but flees before the attack phase.
3  Use a Talent you don’t have, from your base template.
 Recharge and use a rested Talent during combat.
 No Help to Hit. Awesome Points cannot be spent to boost the to-hit roll (unless your template says
otherwise.)
 Boosting. You can spend as many Awesome Points as you want to boost an attribute roll—to the
point where it is successful, and not beyond. (You can’t spend more points just to level faster.)
 Entitlement. If a player should get Awesome Points for something (like fighting without armor), it is
the player’s responsibility to remind the DM. If the player does not remind the DM in a timely
fashion, it is up to the DM whether or not to reimburse the player.
A Note on Leveling. Players can ask for lots of rolls (so they can spend Awesome Points boosting them)
and shop for things they don’t need using Awesome Points. There are lots of ways to finagle spending
more Awesome Points to level faster. Sometimes this is fun and helpful. Sometimes it is not. Managing
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borderline cases of spending Awesome Points just to level is the shared responsibility of the DM and the
players. The point is to have fun, not to wring character power out of the system as quickly as possible.
DM Spending Awesome Points
 Spend 2 to reduce 1 Wound done to an NPC, or to increase an NPC’s damage by 1. Half this cost
goes to the bowl, the other half to the player character who is directly affected.
 Sending in reinforcements that weren’t planned? Upgrading a minion to a guard suddenly? Adding a
talent to a bad guy? Whisking the main enemy away before the heroes finish her off? All these things
are things you can pay Awesome Points for, usually right to the Bowl.
 Attribute bidding war with PCs! They make a roll, you make it more difficult or have an NPC resist
them with Awesome Points matching their own contribution, if you want to drive up the Awesome
Point price or even make a target immune to their attempt.
 Many monster talents require Awesome Points to go to the bowl if they are used.
Bribery
If a player wants a degree of narrative control, the player can offer the DM a bribe of Awesome Points. If
a PC wants to have an item that they could find or have on their person or in the area, or if the PC wants
to create a new arena adjacent to existing arenas, or catch a lucky break by finding a friend, or noticing a
door out of the blind alley, or whatever, the player can offer the DM Awesome Points.
The DM has the Stack, and all spent Awesome Points go to it, and the DM doesn’t need the player’s
Awesome Points. How is this bribe effective? What do the points represent that the DM wants? Why
would the DM agree to let the player’s suggestion happen in the game?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players come up with fun suggestions.
Players have a higher sense of buy-in to the world if they feel it is responsive to their desires.
Players may have too many Awesome Points; lightening the load makes them more vulnerable.
Players sometimes want to spend Awesome Points to get closer to leveling.
Players don’t often see all the consequences of what they are asking for.
This game is about having fun, not reinforcing the utter realism of the game. If it makes a player
happy to have something at hand or to meet a friend, especially if it leads to better character
development or advancing the plot usefully, don’t stand in the way.

Still, the DM has to agree to the request; it cannot be a demand. The DM is responsible for setting the
tone of the game, and its challenge level. Player characters are cocky enough. If they face a werewolf and
all of them reach into their socks and pull out silver daggers out of nowhere, or they go into a top-secret
facility and produce encoded passkeys, that can ruin the challenge and fun of the game. If players get
spoiled by getting everything they want, they’re likely to be bored, and to pout when they get a “no.” That
is NOT awesome.
Just One Player
Give 3 starting Awesome Points for taking an adventuring motive, and 6 for taking a dark secret. Give
more for character sketches, back story, bringing snacks, or whatever effort went into preparing. During
play, any time the DM would normally put points in the Bowl, the DM gives points to the player. This is
not as fun as having a group giving each other Awesome Points, but it allows for solo missions.
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Combat has 6 parts to each round, resolved in order. The DM assigns the NPCs to the parts where they
will act, then the players say what their characters will do. Combat should be fast, cinematic, and
awesome. It is a free action to move within an arena, and to draw or sheathe a weapon.
Initiative
Initiative is only needed when multiple characters want to act in the same phase of the combat round.
Every party rolls 1d10, highest roll goes first, and on through descending order. Those who are tied go
simultaneously or dice it off again, DM choice.




The DM always declares what the NPCs will do before the PCs decide what they will do. This may be
a description of their plan, or just noting what part of the round they’ll use (shoot, move, attack, etc.)
o For example, a DM may tell players an NPC will defend or protect, but not say which, or who
may be defended. Or the DM can share that information. It depends on how clearly the DM
thinks the NPC is telegraphing the action.
o If this inconveniences players to the point where they complain, the DM may put Awesome
Points in the bowl to pay for secrecy.
It is helpful to put 1-6 down the side of the dry erase board and mark in when everyone will act. Start
by putting in the NPCs, then put in the PCs. (See the combat example starting on page 209.)

Combat Round
Choose one. Actions resolve in the order listed.
1. Defend or Protect. Both can counter-attack those that successfully hit you in melee combat.
Counter Attacking Minions. When a group of minions attack, they roll once to attack so the
defender can roll once to counter-attack—not once for each minion in the group.
 Defend: Foes are -2 to hit you. (-4 with a shield.)
 Protect: Attacks in this round that target a chosen friend in your arena attack you instead.
2. Ranged Attack. Use a ranged weapon to attack someone in your arena or an adjacent arena. Can hold
and aim to shoot later in the round, and most weapons can shoot further with a focus action.
3. Focus or Impede. Actions that take longer to manage.
 Focus: Announce what you are starting to do for a focus action; if unharmed by 6, it happens.
 Impede. Prevent someone from leaving the arena you are both in. Test your Brawn, Cunning, or
Daring against their Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. (Both sides choose which attribute they’ll use.)
4. Move or Push. Control the movement of yourself or others.
 Move. Move from the arena you are in to an adjacent arena.
 If someone Impeded you, attack them; if you inflict a Wound, you can move normally.
 Push. Move one or more opponents to an adjacent arena. Use your Brawn, Cunning, or Daring,
against their Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. Each target after the first reduces your roll by 1. Those
you beat are hurled out of the arena.
5. Attack or Assist. Attack anyone in your arena.
 Attack. Roll to hit, using any applicable talents or weapon bonuses.
 Assist. Add 1d10 to the dice rolled by an ally in melee range; the ally keeps the top 2 rolls, so you
are contributing as though you were a minion. You cannot use talents or weapon bonuses to help.
 To shift your action to attack independently or protect your ally from another attack, spend
1 Awesome Point.
6. Focused Events. Focused actions go off if the focuser is still undamaged. A successfully impeded
target is Cornered and cannot move next round either.
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Critical Hit
 Face Dice. One of the dice rolled to hit is the “face die” and if it comes up a 10 and the character also
hits, then the attack does +1 Wound. (This may or may not be a hit to the face, it could be any kind of
critical hit, but “Face Die” is funny.)

What is a Wound?
A “Wound” is the amount of injury needed make a normal person stop fighting.
For characters with more than one Wound, or characters who are knocked out, they can regain 1 Wound
per 10 minutes of rest and attending to the injury.
Critical Chart
When characters lose their last Wound, roll 1d10, +1 per Wound beyond the character’s maximum. (If the
character had 1 Wound and took 3, the roll is +2.)
o 1-6 KO. Knocked out. At the end of the combat, get up and regain a Wound.
o 7-9 Dying. Badly hurt, helpless, (maybe) unconscious. Without quick medical care, you’ll die.
o 10-12 Cripple. As “Dying” and even if you do get medical help, there’s permanent handicap.
o 13+ Dead. Bang, you’re dead.
Consequences of “Dying.”
 You get a cool scar (if you live.) Write it on your sheet.
 If you roll under your Brawn on 1d10, or get medical help, you can regain consciousness, limp, and
manage basic movement. You can carry ½ your normal load capacity. Round up.
o Anyone can render basic medical help as a focus action.
 You heal back to 1 Wound after 24 hours of complete rest; that may be in 4 increments of 6 hours
each, but 24 hours of bed rest total.
 Negative Wounds are not tracked. Each time a character is hit for Wounds exceeding what the
character has, you roll on the critical chart, negative Wounds are not cumulative.
Consequences of “Cripple.”
If the result of the roll when the character is downed comes up “Crippled,” roll 1d10 to see what
permanent damage the character sustains. The DM can assign one if appropriate.
After each kind of crippling, a talent shows how the character can compensate at least in part for the
maiming. These need not be trained, a character can practice to overcome the handicap. They do count as
cross-template talents.
Crippling , d10
1. Chronic Pain. Take a -2 penalty to Charm and Brawn.
 High Pain Threshold. Constant. Reduce penalties to 0 for 10 minutes by spending 1
Awesome Point.
2. Lose a Hand. You cannot use one of your hands.
 Hook Hand. Constant. You can compensate with a prosthetic, so you are -2 to two
handed tasks, but you can also attach a light weapon or manage many tasks unimpeded.
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3. Lose an Eye. All range attacks and Awareness are -2.
 Gauge Depth. Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point to gain +2 to range attacks.
4. Lose an Ear. Awareness is -2.
 Sharp Ear. Constant. You are no longer -2 to Awareness.
5. Lamed. Cut movement to ½, and Daring is -2.
 Hopalong. Constant. Your movement is no longer ½, as long as you have a prosthetic
and/or a crutch. You are still -2 to movement over barriers.
6. Smashed Teeth. Charm is -2, breath stinks, must be slow and careful to speak clearly.
 Charming Slur. Constant. You can compensate for your broken teeth, slurring
understandably, chewing substances that kill the smell, and keeping your teeth out of
sight. You are no longer -2 Charm.
7. Head Wound. Your thinking slows and moves sideways. Charm and Commitment -2.
 Whisper of the Gods. Constant. You may not think like other people do, but you work
with it, in your own weird brain damaged style. Spend 1 Awesome Point to ignore the
penalties for 10 minutes.
8. Broken Chest. Breathing is hard. Brawn and Daring -2.
 Adrenaline Breath. Constant. You have worked out to the point where you can spend 1
Awesome Point to ignore the penalties for 10 minutes.
9. Confined. Paralyzed from the waist down.
 Wheels. Constant. In a wheelchair, can move at ½ movement at -2 Daring (as “Lamed.”)
10. Lose a Limb. 1-3, right arm. 4-6, left arm. 7-9, right leg. 10-12, left leg. Counts as “lose a hand”
or “lame.”
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The characters are mighty and heroic, but they are not alone in the world. Here are the other broad types
of people and creatures, friend and foe, that exist.
Type
Swarm
Minion
Tough
Monster

Wounds
1-5
1
2+
3-30+

Description
Little things that fight as a mass.
Normal people, soldiers, skirmishers.
Hardier person, leader, elite soldier.
Any sort of beast or creature.

Examples
Rats, big bugs, bats, lap dogs
Guards, soldiers, people
Bandit leader, guard captain
Lots of books on this topic…

Swarms
Swarms take a single Wound from weapon or bare-handed attacks, but spending 2 Awesome Points can
allow more Wounds to apply to the swarm (especially with a good description of how.)
Minions
Minions aren’t skilled or strong enough to get any kind of benefit from weapon types. They benefit from
armor. If they are using shields, the whole mob is -1 die to hit, but all get to ignore 1 Wound.
 How Minions Fight. Each minion rolls 1d10 to hit; in a group of minions, keep the highest 2 to see
what the mass’s to-hit is instead of counting each roll individually. The mass, together, does 1 Wound
unless the DM boosts it to 2 using Awesome Points. They also combine to do a Push action, or a
Shoot action, etc. Minions can “mob up” into multiple groups for multiple dice pools.
 Plowing Through Minions. If you are fighting a bunch of minions, you can possibly hit more than
one if you do more than one Wound. Each one after the first reduces your to-hit by 1 and requires +1
Awesome Point. You can kill as many in a round as you can manage.
 The first kill costs 0 Awesome Points. The 2nd costs 1 and is -1 to hit. 3rd costs 2 and is -2
to hit. 4th costs 3 and is -3 to hit. 5th costs 4 and is -4 to hit.
 You can spend 2 Awesome Points to increase damage by 1, and more Awesome Points to
include another target.
 When fighting defensively and gaining a counter attack, you get 1 strike against all the
minions, since they all combine to one roll to hit you.
 This only works with range attacks if they line up and the DM allows it.
Toughs
Toughs get the benefit of weapon types and usually have armor, same as characters. They sometimes have
1 Talent. Giving them shields helps them survive.
Monsters
The DM may throw any kind of monster at you, and the rules that apply to you don’t apply to monsters…
Be careful, anything could happen.
“Skinning” these creatures (how they are described) is important to the feel of the game, but less
important to the mechanics. Minions may look different, but have the same game mechanics. The same
stats for a monster could look and feel very different described differently. These rules help improvise
foes quickly for pretty simple clashes. Armor also makes a big difference in their survivability.
Mix and Match. Mix and match types and you can have lots of different kinds of fights.
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The DM can decide how difficult something is on the spot, and call for an Attribute roll (which can be
boosted by Awesome Points) or a blind luck roll (which can’t) to see how the attempt turns out. These
suggestions are for clarification, not to bind the DM to a single way of working these challenges out. The
DM is encouraged to be consistent and creative.
Competition and Uncertainty
When characters compete or the outcome is uncertain (outside of combat) roll 1d10. A tie is a win for the
player character, or if between player characters, an uncertain outcome.
 Opposed. One attribute against an adversary attribute. Both roll 1d10 modified by attribute. Higher
win, tie is inconclusive.
o Save vs. Magic. Commitment is usually used to resist magic effects as an opposed roll.
 Challenge. One attribute against a difficulty assigned by the DM. Tie is inconclusive.
Difficulty
4
7
10
13
16

Simple.
Standard.
Difficult.
Amazing.
Epic.

Description
Routine, normal, everyday. (Usually don’t call for a roll.)
Challenging, professional level.
Complex, unlikely, expert level.
Almost impossible, superhuman difficulty.
Stories should be told about this feat.

Physical Tasks
 Breaking Down a Door. Those trying to break down a door by kicking it or bashing it with their
shoulders take 1 Wound per effort; this can be soaked by metal armor.
 Drive or pilot. Awareness for normal operations, Daring in a chase or high-speed situation.
 Pickpocketing. Cunning vs. Awareness. If Awareness beats Cunning by 4 or more, the lift is
prevented. If Awareness beats or ties Cunning, the lift happens but is detected. The DM may make
the lift more difficult for objects bigger than a palm.
 Balance. In a high place, test Daring to move. If Daring fails, test Brawn or Cunning not to fall. If
successful, test Daring to move again.
 Climbing. Use Brawn, a success moves up or down 1 arena (generally about 20 feet or so.) If Brawn
fails, test Daring or Cunning, player choice, not to fall. Every 10 feet of falling is 1 Wound.
 Standing Watch. Usually 3 shifts of 2-3 hours each. Test Brawn or Awareness. First shift difficulty 6,
second shift difficulty 10, third shift difficulty 8. If not roused, wake for your shift at +2 difficulty.
 Swimming. Use Brawn, a success moves 1 arena. If Brawn fails, the character only moves ½ arena. A
character can try to swim for 10 rounds, -1 per load, before needing to rest. Only characters with a
Brawn bonus know how to swim; others move ½ arena on a success. On a failure, begin drowning.
o Drowning. Test Brawn each round of drowning, starting at 5 difficulty, +1 difficulty a round.
Each failure inflicts 1 Wound.
 Pick a lock. Focus action with Cunning with a lockpick gun. Use lock picks if you are skilled.
o Quality of Lock. Locks have a difficulty between 1 and 10. Each focus action spent on the
lock reduces the difficulty by 1. When the player rolls to open the lock, add +3 to difficulty
for each difficulty category the character has not overcome by spending time. Success opens
the lock.
o Quality of Tools. With quality tools, the base difficulty is 3. With normal tools, 6. With
improvised, 9. No tools at all, 12.
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o

Repeated Attempts. Each attempt after the first is at +3 difficulty.

Social Tasks
 Deception. Test Cunning against the target’s Cunning or Awareness. Success means the target will
acknowledge the possibility, success by more than 5 means the target believes you are telling the
truth. The DM may add difficulty for outrageous or dangerous lies, and reduce difficulty for truth
mixed artfully in with fiction (or calculated and edited to mislead.)
 Inspiration. As a minimum of a focus action, ideally about 10 minutes, one character can inspire
another by testing Charm. If successful (DM sets the difficulty) the target gets +2 to a Commitment
roll.
 Intimidation. If the character did something really cool, this could be a free action that takes place
during the Defend/Protect phase. If the character must show off, intimidation can be a focus action.
To scare someone, choose either Brawn, Charm , Commitment, or Daring to test against the target’s
Brawn, Charm, Commitment, or Daring (target choice). An intimidated target is -2 to all rolls until a
focus action lets the target shake it off automatically. Either side may get a bonus for superior
strength or numbers.
 Find information on a computer. Awareness, takes 10 minutes or an hour per roll depending on how
complex the information is. Defeating security is Cunning against the difficulty.
 Investigate a crime scene. Awareness, takes 10 minutes. Every 3 successes beyond what is needed
grants another useful clue.
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A great way to shorten battles, rout a statistically superior force, and keep the action moving is to make
the enemy’s morale a factor. To keep it fast and simple, roll 1d10, and set the difficulty based on how the
situation looks.
This is optional, and you can boost it by feeding Awesome Points to the Bowl (to encourage the
characters and escalate the tension, and replenish their supply.) This is window dressing for your
inspiration and amusement. Pick a number based on the situation or your whim, and roll it. Or, don’t
bother with the morale system at all, and decide morale issues.
Situation
Feeling superior
Evenly matched
Outmatched
Troops
Elites
Rabble

Difficulty on 1d10
Don’t roll
4+
8+

Modifier
-2 difficulty
+2 difficulty

Events
Lose a leader
Lose THE leader
First blood

Modifier
+2 difficulty
+4 difficulty
+/- 1 difficulty

Who is Scarier?
Troop Leaders
Foe Leaders

Modifier
-2 difficulty
+2 difficulty

Why Roll Morale? Sometimes you want to let the players’ estimation of the odds play out, being as
impartial as you can be. Then it is helpful to let the dice ultimately decide (after you set the odds) how the
NPCs will act. Also, this is a fun system to use for the allies and henchmen of the characters, to see if
they are willing to fight on when the going gets tough.
Rallying Call. If the leader of wavering or fleeing troops can be seen and heard by them, the leader can
try to intimidate them or the enemy that has broken them. If the intimidation succeeds, the troops rally as
a focus action. Successful intimidation can call for a new morale roll, with +2 for being scary.
Gut Check. If the characters are facing a frightening situation, you can always call for a Daring check
modeled on the difficulty of morale (except they add their attribute, and can boost it with Awesome
Points.) The characters
should pass no problem,
but the roll can help
heighten the tension as they
realize that simply
undertaking a course of
action requires a success.
Spending Awesome Points
on the roll to decide to go
on can contribute towards
leveling.
Failed Nerves. This is
where an inspirational
speech by another character
may be helpful.
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The purpose of this guidance is not to load the game up with a lot of rules, but instead to offer some
guidance on ways of handling stealth in Fictive Hack—it is an important element of the genre,
atmosphere, and specific objectives.
Stealth is Cunning vs. Awareness. The rest of this is commentary.
Detection Ranges
 Those with light sources will only see other light sources and silhouettes beyond the range of their
light. Their night vision is spoiled by their light. However, they can hear just fine.
 In general, bright lights and loud voices are detectable from 5 arenas away. Conversation and muted
lights, from 3 arenas away. Otherwise, adjacent arena.
How to Use Awareness
 Seeing lights does not require an Awareness test—there they are.
 Hearing sounds can allow an Awareness test to see if the origin of the sound is clear.
 The DM will often describe the presence of something, and players will want more information.
o Looking at it more closely does not have to trigger an Awareness test, the DM can simply
describe it better. Don’t automatically default to dice.
o If something is difficult to perceive due to lighting, distance, or other factors, Awareness
may help determine how much the character can make out.
o Only roll to get more information if there is some question about whether the character’s
senses are sharp enough to get more information.
Modifiers
 If the characters have some kind of advantage, give them up to +5. If they have some kind of
disadvantage, give them up to -5. Do not consult a table. Stay fair, keep the numbers low, keep the
action moving
 If characters look in the place where their quarry is hiding, don’t make a roll—let them find the
target. If the characters are hiding somewhere, it is poor form to arbitrarily let the searchers find them.
Sneaking
 Basically, sneaking opposes the stealthy character’s Cunning to the searching character’s Awareness.
 Don’t call for rolls very often, unless they get positively brazen.
o One roll should get them past an obstacle. If you call for a roll to approach, a roll to get
around, and a roll to retreat, the dice will likely sooner or later betray the players and
you’ll have a chase instead. This discourages attempts at stealth—stealth is vulnerable.
 If the searching party is unaware of the presence of others, and unsuspecting, as long as the stealthy
characters’ Cunning is higher than the searchers’ Awareness and there are hiding places, no roll is
needed. If there is a tie, or if one is higher than the other, go ahead and roll.
 The DM can feed the Bowl to create circumstances that may interfere with stealth; a tickle in the
nose, a snake nosing between boot heels, a spider down the neck, a guard has to take a leak, etc. This
should lead to an opposed roll, not automatic discovery.
 If someone is hiding from the characters, and the characters state they are looking around, give them a
roll. Reward good description of character actions by allowing them a chance to spot hidden danger.
Stealth is hard. Dicing for stealth is even harder—the more rolls, the more likely discovery. In general, err
on the side of the players. Being stealthy and sneaking around is fun, and in most games you can’t get
away with it. Err on the side of deeper shadows here, and your players will greatly appreciate it.
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Eventually stealthy people get spotted, and a chase ensues. In Fictive Hack, the system is not granular
enough to measure who is faster, or to account for varying speed because of loads carried. There’s no
accounting for getting winded by sprinting. Therefore, if one character flees in a straight line, and another
character follows, the chase could dully proceed forever. No one wants that. Also, chase rules can get
complicated, and no one wants that either. Here is some advice on running a chase.
Every arena separating quarry and pursuer adds 3 difficulty to Awareness
tests to see the other party.


Transition Points. If visibility is not good for any reason, when quarry moves from one arena to
another, allow an opposed Cunning and Awareness test to see if the pursuer can keep the quarry in
sight. Do not tell either party what the other party rolled.
o Hiding. If the pursuer lost sight of the quarry, the quarry may be well served by
immediately hiding if out of line of sight, so the pursuers chase on. If the pursuers did not
lose sight of the quarry, the chase is over right there.
o Multiple Exits. A pursuer who succeeds in Awareness vs. Cunning may see which way
the quarry goes if there is more than one possible arena to escape through. If the pursuer
does not succeed, then the pursuer loses an arena and gets another Awareness vs.
Cunning test to re-acquire the trail (at -3, for adding an intervening arena).
o Arena Difficulties to Detection. “Open” is +3 difficulty for the quarry. “Dense” is +3
difficulty for the pursuer.



Burst of Effort. If one party wants to pour on the speed and is in the same arena, so it matters, the
runner can spend 1 Wound to get the edge. The pursuer can spend 1 Wound to gain the opportunity to
impede, attack, or throw. The pursued can spend 1 Wound to negate that opportunity.
o Bidding War. If both parties spend a Wound, then the pursuer can spend one or more
Awesome Points. If the pursuer out-spends the quarry, then the pursuer can attempt an
action. Otherwise, the quarry remains frustratingly out-of-reach.
 If a character is in a chase with an NPC, the player gets half the Points.



Obstacles. By racing to hard-to-reach places, the quarry can be harder to pursue. Trying to climb,
knock over a cart, start a brawl, or involve various other obstacles means the DM assigns a difficulty
and the quarry tries to hit it. (Generally involves Daring, Brawn, or Cunning.)
o If the quarry fails, the obstacle defeats the character, and the pursuers get an arena closer
or get to interact with the quarry.
o If the quarry succeeds and the pursuers fail, the quarry gains an arena’s distance and the
pursuers must try again or go around.
o If the quarry succeeds and the pursuers succeed, the obstacle is overcome.



Range Attacks. “Range” is before “Move” in the combat round, and it can end a chase. The pursuer
or quarry can stop running for a round and use a range attack. To shoot on the run, spend 1 Awesome
Point and use only 1d10 to hit. This only works with weapons that could be used while running; not
bows or slings, but possibly guns or thrown weapons or crossbows.



Winded. Generally minions can run for 5 rounds, and toughs for 10. Subtract 1 round per load
carried. Don’t bother winding player characters, let them run their hearts out. NPCs can run longer if
you want them to.
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Characters are going to see things they cannot
unsee. When they encounter mentally shocking
events like monsters and mutilated corpses, they
get a jolt to the sanity. Sometimes that’s enough
to unhinge them.
Stress is an artificial reaction to the
environment. Shocks are not going to stress all
their witnesses equally. If three characters see
some shambling figures, one might take no
mental stress. Another, knowing they are
zombies, takes 1. A third recognizes his undead
wife, and takes 2. Knowing more about what is
going on may toughen the mind, but it may also
break it.
Mental stress is a tool for the DM to help
players understand how their characters are
affected by the nuances and very real
consequences and implications of things in the
character game world. Players do not get the
full sensory range of an experience, do not have
the same background, and are not bolted into
the reality where these horrific things are
happening. Nor should they be! This tool helps
role-play the mental shock, and also helps
mechanically understand how alien or depraved
influences damage the human mind in the game.
How Many Points?




1 point. A shocking event or sight. Seeing a mutilated corpse. Seeing a monster. Experiencing
supernatural dreams tainted by another power. Seeing something subtle but impossible.
o Most people get a point for successfully hurting others with violence.
2 points. Perspective changing. Understanding the folding of time-space, experiencing it. Realizing
you are not wholly human. Witnessing the horrible fate of a friend dying in agony.
o Most people get a point for killing a person.
3 points. Reality shattering. Staring into the face of an alien god. Experiencing your body shifting to
something alien, or your mind submerged by a ruthless and monstrous influence.

How to Withstand Points?
As soon as a character is exposed to mental stress, the character may test Commitment difficulty 10.
Success reduces the stress by 1. The roll is –1 for every point of mental stress the character already has.
The roll can be boosted by Awesome Points as usual.
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Mental Breakdown.
A character can handle a number of mental stress points equal to the character’s Commitment bonus. If
the character has 0 or less Commitment, test each time the character gains mental stress.
Test Commitment difficulty 10 to avoid a mental breakdown. The roll is modified +1 by each point of
mental stress the character already has. Awesome Points can boost the roll as usual.
If the character succeeds, then the character manages to cope with this fresh shock. If the character fails,
then we go on to the possible consequences on the Unhinged table! The DM can roll or choose.
Unhinged Table
1. Catatonic. The character goes unconscious for 2d10 hours, then gets a Commitment test
difficulty 10 (penalized by mental stress) each 6 hours to try to wake.
2. Strange Insight. The character goes totally detached and normalizes the experience, learning
something and gaining 1d5 Awesome Points.
3. Fury. Too much. Frustrating. Hate being afraid. Lash out. If powerless, resort to violence! Until
the character feels some minimum control over circumstances again.
4. Cowering Terror. Too much, can’t handle it, please don’t hurt me. Lasts at least 10 minutes.
Recover with a Commitment test difficulty 10 (penalized by mental stress) every 10 minutes.
5. Absolute Denial. This might turn into catatonia followed by amnesia, or the mind may recoil into
a suitably plausible cover story, or… the mind does funny things to escape trauma.
6. Obsessive Compulsive. The character focuses in on a task that must be done—something safe,
like organizing toothpicks, circling the letter “d” everywhere it appears, etc. The DM can give it
the “Catatonic” recover time, or the “Cowering Terror” recovery time.
Losing Mental Stress Points.
The character must do something life-affirming to lose a mental stress point. That could be a day off (the
whole day, and no studying of creepy stuff or watching the news or combat—a real day off.) Maybe it is
going dancing and clubbing with friends. Maybe it’s getting totally smashed at a frat party. Maybe it is
spending a day at sea in a small craft, or going into the woods to reconnect with nature. The DM approves
the player’s plan for the character to unwind and process a mental stress point.
Going Mad.
If a character ever gets a number of mental stress points equal to Commitment rating, then the character
may go mad. If the character has a breakdown, then that breakdown goes normally, but also sets the tone
for a more permanent insanity
that is with the character
everafter.
A permanent insanity counts
as 1 permanent mental stress
point, and also influences
behavior in a way that the
character can only resist by
spending Insight points or by
passing a Commitment test at
7+ as a normal mental stress
test, getting a point of mental
stress in the process.
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